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STYLISTIC CHANGE IN 'THE LIEDER OF C.M.VON WEBER~ 
FROM THE TIME OF ABU HASSAN (1811) 
TO THAT OF DEll FREISCHUTZ (1820) 
by 
Wu Yuet-wah, Ruth 
Weber was famed mainly for his German Romantic operas. 
Lit~le is known nowadays of his Lieder, of which he com-
posed about a hundred. In the decade between · his two operas 
Abu Hassa.n and Der Freischlltz, Weber composed fifty-nine 
I 
songs for solo voice. This study discusses the style of 
Weber's songs, his choice of poets and poems; , his preference 
. for the Volkslied and his tendencies towards the organiza-
tion of the songs, as to elements such as melody, accompani-
ment, tonality, key and harmony. 
As with the change in styles of the two operas, Abu 
Ha.ssa.n and Der Freischlltz, Weber's songs also display chang-
ingstyles. The relationship of these stylistic changes in 
the two operas and the Lieder is investigated. 
Weber's songs were popular in the nineteenth century, 
but they have vanished from the concert platform in the 
twentieth century. In this thesis, an atte~Ft is made to 
account for people's changing attitudes in the reception of 
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CHAPTER ONE · 
INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays Carl Maria von Weber's name is usually associ-
ated with German Romantic Opera, such as Der Freisohiltz, 
Euryanthe, or Oberon.Apart from these operas, listeners may 
also be acquainted with a few of his instrumental pieces 
-such as In vi tation to the Danoe or Clarinet Conoertino. Only 
on rare occasions do we find one ' or two of his songs in song 
books, most often the "Wiegenlied". 
There has been much research and study abou~ Weber's 
operas and opera style, yet little is known of the compos-
er's song output. Weber was an older contemporary of Franz 
Schubert, and like many of the composers in his time he com-
posed numerous songs. It suffices to say that songs do not 
constitute Weber's main output; his main interest lay in 
opera. Yet throughout his career, Weber never ceased to 
produce songs: for solo voice with guitar or pianoforte 
accompaniment, for male chorus, or with instrumental accom-
paniment. Weber's total output of songs for solo voice, as 
recorded in the catalogue compiled by F:W. Jihns, is about a 
hundred. 1 He composed about sixty percent of his solo songs 
within the ten-year span between 1810 to 1820. 
1 
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Two operas .mark both ends of the ten-year span. These 
are Abu Ha.ssa.n (1811) and Del- Freisohiitz (1820). The former 
is a Singspiel and the latter is a German Romantic Opera. 
Weber wrote no more operas in between these two, w~ich 
display Weber's changing style in opera composition. Many 
influential factors, social, political or aesthetical, all 
affect style change. It will be interesting to investigate 
whether there is any changing styl~ in the composer's songs 
. within the ten year span and whether the changing style of 
song writing, if any, is related to the changing style shown 
in the operas. 
In the following chapters I shall discuss the back-
ground of the Lieder as well as the two operas. I shall 
~ 
study and analyze selected Lieder as well as arias and songs 
, in the two operas with reference to their styles, to see 
their possible stylistic relationships. I hope to arouse the 
reader's interest in Weber's solo songs, which have long 
. been forgotten. 
The essence of a song lies in the union of poetry and 
music, a marriage of two different facets of artistic crea-
tion. German Lied ln the~nineteenth century is a special 
genre. Weber, being an active composer !n the first quarter 
of the nineteenth century, contributed to the development of 




1. What was Weber's attitude towards the Lied? 
2. How did he choose poems and poets? 
3. How consistent are Weber's songs? 
4. What are the relationships between the Lieder and 
the composer's other genres? 
5. How popular were Weber's Lieder in the nineteenth 
century? 
6. Why have Weber's Lieder vanished from the concert 
platform in the twentieth century? 
It is hoped that my research can touch upon some possi-
ble solutions for these questions. 
Notes: 
(1) F. W. Jahns. Carl Hal'ia von Webel' in seinen Werken, (Berlin: Robert Lienau, 1871). Up to the present, 
Jahns' catalogue is still the authoritative source of 
information on Weber's works. 
CHAPTER TWO 
THE BACKGROUND OF THE LIEDER AND THE TWO OPERAS - AnY HASSAN 
AND DER FREISCHiiTZ 
In July 1807 Weber took up a job as secretary to Duke 
Ludwig, younger brother of King Friedrich of Saxony. Weber's 
two and a half years at Stuttgart on the one hand left him 
greatly in debt, but on the other provided him a ch~nce to 
contact artists and literary personages like Hofrat Lehr, 
director of the Royal Library, Franz Danzi, conductor of the 
Royal Opera House at Stuttgart, Friedrich ,Haug, the editor 
of Das HOl'g'enblatt and Georg Reinbeck, the poet. Haug and 
Reinbeck supplied Weber with poems for some of the beautiful 
'\ songs e. g. "Rhapsod ie 11 (Rhapsody, Op. 23, No. 2, 1809) by 
Haug, "Romanze" (Romance, J .. 71, 1809)1 and "Sanftes Licht, 
weiche nicht" (Gentle Light, Do Not Falter, Ope 13, No. 4, 
1809) by Reinbeck. Weber also set Lehr's verses to mUS1C 
e . g. " Er an S 1.e" . ( Het 0 Her, 0 p. 15, No. 6 , 1808 ), /I Me in e 
Farben" (My Colours, Ope 23, No. 1, 1808) and "Trinklied" 
(Drinking Song, J. 80, 1809). Danzi, twenty-three years his 
senior, gave Weber affectionate counsel. Weber respected 
Danzi very much. Once Weber acknowledged: "Here, stimulated 
and encouraged by the friendly sympath~.of the excellent 
Danzi, I wrote an Opera, Silvana.,,2 Weber had some very 
uneasy moments with King Friedrich, for one of his main 




of Duke Ludwig . .Dn one occasion the King arrested Weber and 
put him in prison for a day in a room with a piano. Weber 
tuned the piano with a door-key and composed the song 
IIKlage ll : IIEin steter Kampf ist unser Leben" (A Cons.tant 
Struggle 1S our Life, Op. 15, No. 2, 1808). Through extrava-
gant living and an unwise attempt to clear a debt by his 
father by means of borrowing yet more money, Weber soon went 
into heavy debts which finally led to imprisonment and an 
eventual exile from Wlirttemberg for life in February 1810. 3 
Fortunately Weber got letters of introduction to . 
personages in the literary and musical circles at Mannheim 
f 
from Danzi, and he quickly headed there. Weber was well 
received in Mannheim. There he developed a life-long friend-
ship with Gottfried Weber, a famous music theorist, ~nd on a 
journey to Heidelberg he met Alexander von Dusch, then a 
university student and brother-in-law of Gottfried Weber. 
The three young men soon actively engaged themselves in a 
small social circle. During the gatherings of poets and 
mus1c lovers, Weber would awe the audience with some of his 
delightful songs sung with sparkling guitar accompaniment. 
The three friends developed and investigated many aspects of 
the arts. Very often' they would sing or improvise songs wi th 
guitar accompaniment as they strolled along the river banks 
of the Rhine and the Neckar. Under such relaxed and delight-
ed conditions important embodiments of a new idea in the 
composition of Lieder were found: while still preserving the 
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simplicity of st~le, the melody could be set to crown the 
poetic words, so as to display the true w~ight and feeling 
of the verses. "Des ' Kunstlers Abschied" (The Artist's Fare-
' well, Gp. 71, No. 6, 1810) based on the poem by Dusch set 
for either guitar or piano accompaniment by Weber is an 
example. Other songs composed around this period ' include 
"Die Schaferstunde" (Pastoral Hour, Gp. 13, No. 1), text , 
written by Franz Carl Hiemer, the librettist of Silvana and 
Abu Hassal], "Das neue Lied" (The New Song J. 92), poem 
written by Johann Friedrich Herder, a famous and important 
poet, "Wiegenlied" (Lullaby, Gp. 13, No. 2) with text again 
by Hiemer and "Die Zeit" (Time, Gp. 13, No. 5), text by J. 
I 
L. Stoll. "Wiegenlied" is still a very popular Lied. It 
charms people with its simple setting in folksong style. 
Actually this Lied was written on the 13th September ,1810, a 
time when Weber was very much in anxiety. About this time, 
Weber was rehearsing for a production of Silvana, he was 
worried because of two incidents. The attraction of the 
opera was over-shadowed by the advertisement of Madame 
Blanchard's ascent in a balloon to be held on the 17th Sep-
tember, 1810, the very day on which his opera was to appear 
on stage. Furthermore, on the 12th September 1810, Napoleon 
issued a decree to d~stroy all English wares, in support of 
the Continental blockade~ This caused an uproar in Frank-
furt, which being a trading centre was-full of imported 
English goods. Weber's concert in Frankfurt was unsuccess-
ful. 
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In this year Weber travelled to and fro between Mann-
heim and Darmstadt, where he met his old friend Johann 
G~nsbacher. His teacher Vogler also resided in Darmstadt. 
Weber befriended Giacomo Meyerbeer ~ho was also a pupil of 
Vogler. For a release from the dull life at Darmstadt, 
Weber, Gansbacher and Meyerbeer used to stroll along the 
street singing roguish songs with guitar accompaniment, as 
well as hunting ditties of the day. Out of these common 
melodies emerge the principal tunes of Aufforderung ' zum 
Ta.J1ze (Invitation to the Dance) and the ballet music to the 
3rd act of Oberon. 
The Romantic movement which cultivated Nationalism 
began early in the nineteenth century. The publishing, ln 
1805 at Heidelberg, of the collection of German poetry 
(Volkslieder) known as Des Knaben Wunciel'i1orn, with a second 
edition in 1808, was influential to young writers and com-
posers. In Weber's days it was a novelty to compose music 
showing national identity by mean~ of folksongs and folk 
tales. Weber was no exception to the general involvement in 
this movement. 
In March ' 1810 Weber received from Hiemer (the libret-
tist of Silvana which Weber had compos~~ in this year at 
Stuttgart) the lyrics for the one-act opera Abu Hassan which 
is based on the comic story of Abu Ha.ss8on the W8og· or The 
Sleeper Awakened in the Arabian Nig"hts introduced into 
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Europe in the early 1700s. The plot appealed to both Hiemer 
and Weber, because they and Abu Hassan all faced a similar 
difficult situation - they were all greatly in debt! , 
In opera, at this time, Italian style dominated. Abu 
H8.SS8.11 displays Mozartian flavour in the form of a small-
scale, one-act Singspiel. At Wlirzburg Archduke Ferdinand, 
who was the Grand Duke of Tuscany and brother of the Emperor 
of Austria, accepted Weber's Abu Hassa.n and paid him a 
handsome renumeration. The premiere was staged on 10th June 
1811 in Munich. Despite interruption due to a false fire 
alarm, the opera was received with great applause. Abu 
Hassan was also produced at about the same' time 1n Wiirzburg, 
Ludwigsburg and Stuttgart. In later years Weber revised and 
added some numbers to it. In December 1812, while staying 1n 
Gotha, he rewrote the duet of Fatima and Hassan (No. 4). 
Probably the opera was performed in the private theatre of 
Duke Friedrich of Gotha but the exact date remains unknown. 
" Then in 1823, Weber added a new aria for Fatima, to be sung 
as a soliloquy over the supposed death of Hassan. The tone 
of this aria was a bit too heavy for the generally light-
hearted tone of the who le opera. " 
In the early 19th century Munich was quite an active 
centre of music. In 1811, while Weber was there, he composed 
a handful of songs. In May he wrote four songs at the re-
quest of Ferdinand Franzel, court Kapellmeister and director 
of the Munich Opera, for a revival of Kotzebue's play Der 
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Al'Dle l1innesing"er , '- 11 Uber die Berge mi t Ungestlim 11 (An Impet-
uous Youth Ran over the Hills), "Rase, Sturmwind" blase ll 
" (Blow, Storm), "Lass mich schlummern, Herzlein, schweige" 
(My Love be Silent,and Let me Sleep) and "Umringt vom 
mutherflillten Heere " (Surrounded by the Courageous Armies 
Ope 25 Nos. 2, ' 3, 5, and J. 111).' "Umringt von mutherfUllten 
Heere " isa song for male chorus with guitar or piano accom-
paniment. According to Max von Weber, two of these fou~ 
numbers were rapturously encored but were unjustly forgotten 
by the second half of the 19th century. In June, there was 
the simple song with piano accompaniment IMaienblUmlein" 
(Little Flower of May, Ope 23, no. 3), th~ poem written by 
Eckschlager, the Secretary of the theatre at Pressburg and 
Baden. For the rest of the year Weber spent most of the time 
in travel; the places he visited include ZUrich, Prague and 
Leipzig . . 
After a brief stay at Gotha at the beginning of 1812, 
, Weber arrived at Berlin by the end of February. While in 
, Gotha, he won favour with Duke Leopold August of Saxe-Gotha. 
There he improvised melodies to the Duke's poetry on the 
piano or gu i tar. 11 Romanze 11 (W iedersehn) (Romance, J. 129) 
was the result of a 6ommission by the Duke. In Berlin the 
M~yerbeer family received Weber warmly~ut other artists and 
musicians did not. The musical directors of the Berlin 
Opera, Bernhard Anselm Weber and Righini were indifferent to 
Weber, and he had a hard time producing his opera Silvana on 
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stage ,. The theorist and composer Friedrich von Dreiberg, a 
person influential in the musical life of Berlin, criticized 
Weber's music as wearisome and monotonous. 4 Dreiberg's 
severe criticism led Weber to a careful evaluation of his 
" 
artistic output. A reform of the opera Silvana was made. In 
fact Weber was determined to strive for artistic excellence 
throughout his life. Carl Friedrich Zelter, the Director of 
the "Singakademie" was hardly more friendly. Despite his 
opinion on Weber, Zelter introduced him to the "Sinsakade-
mie" and its component the "Liedertafel". , This allowed Weber 
the experience of working with aristocrats and government 
officials; it enabled Weber to think more deeply about the 
society around him. ' 
The Liedertafel was a society for male singers; at that 
time such societies flourished in Germany as the result ,of 
oppression by the French invaders. The cultivation of na-
tional spirit sprang from the singing of songs on patriotic 
subjects: the fatherland, hearth' and home, freedom and 
honour. Such singing directed Weber to compose music and 
songs about patriotism later in his life. Also because of 
his pa~ticipationin the Liedertafel, Weber composed a lot 
of songs for male chorus. In July, Weber succeeded in stag-
ingthe opera Silvana. At the same time, he received from 
Gottfried Weber the bad news of the death of Anton Weber in 
April. While enjoying the excitement of success in his 
career, as well as mourning in deep , sorrow the loss of his 
dear father, Weber ' set to compose songs. "Du liebes, holdes, 
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himmelstisses Wesen" (You Lovely, Charming Sweet Heavenly 
Creature, Op. 23, No. 4) 'wi th tex·t by Streckfuss, was a song 
full of passion and warmth. "Lebensansicht" (The View of 
Life, Op. 66, No. 5) for bass with piano accompaniment has 
text by an unknown poet. "Bettlerlied" (Beggar's Song, Op. 
25, No. 4) with guitar or piano accompaniment, uses a poem 
from "Volksmunde" from Samllllungo deutscher Volksliedel" by 
J.G. Blisching and von der Hagen. "Liebe-Gltihen" (Love's 
Yearning, Gp. 25, No. 1) with guitar or piano accompaniment 
is based on a poem of F. W. Gubitz. This was the last song 
Weber wrote before he left Berlin for Gotha at the end of 
August 1812. 
One of Weber's achievements 1n Berlin was the develop-
ment of the life-long friendship with Heinrich Lichteristein, 
, Professor of Zoology and co-ordinator of the Berlin Singa-
kademie. Lichtenstein praised Weber's art of improvisation 
and extemporization on the piano, saying that Weber was a 
,master on the guitar and piano; and that Weber often sang 
with inimitable expression his own songs, which were not 
generally known. 5 
On arrival at Go'tha in September, Weber enjoyed a warm 
welcome from Duke Friedrich of Gotha. But he soon found 
himself wasting his time in entertaining the Duke, going 
through scores of Italian operas together. However, this 
experience allowed him to get acquainted with much Italian 
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music. Furthermore Weber befriended Louis Spohr and got to 
know Spohr's operas. On one occasicin Weber and Spohr heard 
some Spanish soldiers singing national songs. Weber was 
enraptured by the originality of these Spanish melodies. 
Later Weber borrowed some of these tunes in the incidental 
music to P.1.'eciosa. - a drama by Pius Alexander Wolff (Ber-
lin, composed 1820). On a short journey from Gotha to Weimar 
in October, Weber met the poets Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
and Christopher Martin Wieland. In their meeting Weber and 
Goethe were indifferent towards e~ch other. The amiable 
Wieland, however, was impressed by Weber's music. 
In January 1813 Weber went to Pra~ue · ~gain. This time 
he was offered the post of Music Director of the Prague 
Theatre after the resignation of Wentzel MUller. His job 
there was to reform the opera company and to find new 
paths of development. With the enbouragemerit of his friend 
G~nsbacher and the assurance from important personnel at 
Prague as well as Johann Liebich, manager and actor of the 
theatre, Weber finally accepted the post. While busily 
working to fulfill his task of reforming the opera company, 
Weber produced five Lieder. "Sind es Schmerzen, sind es 
Freuden " (There are Sorrows, there are Joys, Ope 30, No. 6) 
with . text written by Ludwig Tieck is, according to Warrack, 
one of Weber's finest songs. 6 "Unbefangenheit" (Impartiali-
t 0 30 N 3) text by an unknown poet, was said to be y, p . . , o. , 
one of Weber's most original compositions. "Reigen" (Round 
D an c e, 0 p. 30 ) No. . 5) is dram a tic, an d " M inn e 1 i e d 11 ( L 0 v e 
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song, Ope 30, No . . 4) is a delicate love song. The texts of 
both songs were written by Heinrich Voss. "Es stlirmt auf der 
Flur" (It Storms over the Meadow, Ope 30, No. 2) with text 
by Johann Friedrich Rochlitz, is described by J~hns as 
graceful and yet serious, touching on humanity and peace. 
All five Lieder were composed with piano accompaniment and 
were completed in the first half of 1813; Weber composed no 
more Lieder in that year. 
In the first half of 1814 Weber was busily 'engaged in 
opera production. On 31st July he headed for Berlin and 
stayed there for a short while. At that ti~e patriotism was 
growing fast, in reaction to Napoleon's invasion of Germany. 
, When Weber arrived, he was quickly swept into the current 
celebrating the defeat and resignation of Napoleon. Literary 
figures like E.T.A. Hoffmann and Gottfried Weber had already ' 
issued writings about the war. Joining in that line, Weber 
turned to the Singakademie. There he acquired poems for the 
Leyer und Schwert, written by Theodor K6rner~ a young poet 
who lost his life in battle at Gadebusch the previous year 
at the age of twenty-two. Weber set these poems to music; he 
yielded three volumes of songs. Weber sold the Leyer und 
Schwert songs for only twelve Louis d'or to the publisher 
Schlesinger in Berlin. 7 
Weber started composing the first two volumes of Leyer 
und Schwert, Ope 41 and Ope 42, in 1814. He completed Ope 41 
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in 1815 and Ope 42 in 1816. Ope 41 is for solo voice with 
piano accompaniment. The four Lieder are: "Gebet wahrend der 
Schlacht" (Prayer during the Battle, No. 1), "Abschied vom 
Leben" (Parting from Life, No. 2), "Trost" (Consolation, No. 
3) and "Mein Vaterland" '(My Fatherland, No. 4). Op. ' 42 is 
for four-voice (TTBB) male chorus. The songs in this volume 
in the order of their dates of composition are: "Llitzow's 
wilde Jagd" (Llitzow's Wild Hunting, No. 2), "S chwertlied" 
(Song of the Sword, No. 6), "Manner und Buben" (Men and 
Boys, No. 4), "Trinklied vor der Schlacht" (Drinking Song 
before the Battle, No. 5), "Reiterlied" (Horseman's Song, 
No, 1), and "Gebet vor der Schlacht" (Prayer before the 
Battle, No. 3). Later in 1816 Weber composed a third 
volume (Op. 43) for solo voice and piano accompaniment. The 
ti tIe of the volume is Bei der Husik des Pl'inzen Louis 
Ferdinand von Preussen. Prince Louis Ferdinand, whose piano 
style influenced Weber considerably, was a national hero 
and was much respected by Weber himself. The work, completed 
in 1817, is actually a cantata. 
These patriotic songs fast became popular in Germany 
, and nearby places. For example,"Llitzow's wilde Jagd" and 
"Schwertlied·1I were received with great applause in Prague in 
\ 
1815. Actually, for many years after their first appearance, 
these songs kept on stirring German enthusiasm in time of 
national crisis. However, there were always some people who 
did not share this sentiment. Caroline Brandt, who was then 
. 
Weber's lover and later his wife, found these songs irritat- . 
I 
.1.5 
ing, because she w~s, in spirit, ~ Bonapartist. A few years 
later, in Dresden, these patriotic songs were obstacles to 
Weber's career in the Saxon court, because the King was ln 
favour of the French. In short, the Leyer und Schwere songs 
are in many respects unique among Weber's Lieder. 
In 1814, apart from the Leyer und Schwert, Weber wrote 
one more song - the charming "Gebet um die Geliebte" (Prayer 
for the Beloved, Ope 47, No. 6) with text by Gubitz; 
Except f~r the completion of Ope 41, Weber wrote no 
Lieder in 1815. The cantata Kampf und Sieg, for solo voices, 
choir and orchestra was significantly patriotic. 
In 1816 Weber resolved to leave Prague, because he was 
disappointed with the opera company there. The output of the 
early months of 1816 were a "Tedesco", a dance in triple 
meter ·scored for the orc~estra, and a few vocal pieces 
including a song - "Der Jlingling und die Spr6de " (The Young 
Man and the Prudish Girl, Ope 47, No. 4) with text by Gu-
bitz. Two weeks before leaving Prague for Berlin, on the 
7th of October, Weber set to music a poem by Carl F6rster: 
"Mein Verlangen" (My Desire, Ope 47, No. 5). Almost immedi-
ately after his happy arrival in Berlin, Weber produced a 
pair of simple, yet charming songs for voice and piano 
accompaniment "Die gefangenen Sanger" (The Captured Singer, 
Ope 47, No. 1) and "Die freien Sanger" (The Free Singer, Ope 
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47, No. 2). The former was based on a poem by Schenkendorf 
and the latter a ~oem by F6rster. In the last two months of 
1816, Weber produced two distinct works of Lieder. Bei der' 
l1usik des Prinzen Louis .Fel"dina.nd von Prel.1ssen, the third 
book of Leyer und Schwert, is mentioned above. Another work, 
Die Tell1pe1"a.olente beiDl Vel"luste cle1" a~liebten (The Tempera-
ments on the Loss of the Beloved, Ope 46) is in form a song-
cycle. The four poems are by Friedrich Wilhelm Gubitz: "Der 
Le i c' h t mu t h i g e " ( Con f id en c e, No. .1), " De r S c h we r m li t h i g e " 
(Melancholy, No. 2), "Der Liebewlithige ll (Furious Love, No. 
3) and "Der Gleichmlithige" . (Serenity, No. 4). According to 
Weber's diary, he first began to work on the poems as early 
as November 1815, and the work was ~ompleied a year later. 
In 1816 Weber was expected to get an appointment at the 
Berlin Theatre but he was unsuccessful. However, on Christ-
mas morning of 1816, Weber was appointed Kapellmeister to 
his Majesty the King of Saxony in Dresden. Count Vitzthum, 
head of the Theatre at Dresden, had arranged the matter for 
him. Weber accepted the post and , prepared to head for Dres-
den after the New Year. ' 
Before Weber left Berlin for Dresden, he composed two 
songs - IIAlte Weiber ll (Old Women, · Ope 54, No. 2) on the 7th 
of J .anuary and 11 L iebes lied " (Love Song, Op. 54, No. 3) on 
the 8th of January. These two songs are"in folksong-style. 
The text of IIAlte Weiber ll was from Der kleiJ1e~ feine Alma.n-
8.ch and that of IILiebeslied" was from Flieg'endes Bla.tt. 
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Weber took up his duty as Kapellmeister at Dresden on 
the 13th of January 1817. , He thought his duty was to estab-
lish German opera alongside the already well established 
Italian opera in the capital. But Weber's actual responsi-
bility was not as he had expected. The Saxon court at 
Dresden was in fact rather conservative; it was in effect 
the last stronghold of Italian music in Germany. The reign-
ing Italian conductor there was Francesco Morlacchi. The 
chief minister of the state, Count Einsiedel, was a ' bureau-
crat and formalist of the worst type. Only Count Heine von 
Vitzthum, director of the Theatre, supported Weber's strug-
gle for German opera. It was with perseve~ance and insist-
ence that Weber gradually succeeded in building up the 
tradition of German opera at Dresden. The first rlpe fruit 
of Weber's hard work was Der Freischiitz in 1820. 
Dresden at this time was a rather conservative capital; 
as .a result, people in the city formed circles of different , 
classes. Cross-links between these classes were uncommon. 
The artists and writers at Dresden used to meet at the 
"Dichtertee" (Poets' Tea) - a society headed by the Minister 
Nostitz who wrote using the pseudonym Arthur von Nordstern. 
The "Dichtertee" was later renamed "Liederkreis". The mem-
bers met regularly for ' drinks and meals. They also shared 
- . 
and exchanged their ideas · on their literary products in 
these meetings. Among the people in this society whom Weber 
met was Friedrich Kind, ~ho later wrote the libretto of Der 
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Fl"eischiitz. Weber also composed songs to a number of poems 
by Friedrich Kind ' - "Das Veilchen im Thale" (The Violet in 
the Valley, OPt 66, No. 1) in 1817, "Lied der Hirtin" (Song 
of the Shepherdess, OPt 71, No. 5) in 1818 and "Das Licht im 
Tliale" (The Light in the Valley, no opus no., J. 286) in 
1822. 
After his arrival at Dresden, Weber worked hard to 
establish German opera in the Saxon capital. In early 1819 
, he changed the seating arrangement of the orchestra to 
improve its sonority. This caused him great trouble. Strong 
opposition came from the King and from the musicians in the 
, 
orchestra, and Weber was forced to wi thdraw his proposal. ' It 
was not until two years later that he eventually succeeded 
in renewing the arrangement of the orchestra. 
Weber and Caroline Brandt married in November 1817. In 
the meantime Weber engaged himself busily in meeting the 
demands of his patron. Often, after a day's hard work, the 
Webers would host parties in their house. The guests were 
usually distinguished persons such as Ludwig Tieck, the 
poet, Carl Foster, the German "Petrarch", Friedrich Kind and 
.~ 
Theodore Hell, an archivist in Dresden. Sometimes friends 
would choose to meet at the tavern of Chiappone, the favou-
ri te 'of artists and li terary men in Dres·den. In these par-
ties music-making was one of the ~ost popular activities. 
Weber would often improvise melodies on the piano to poems 
supplied by his friends or from newspapers and magazines. 8 
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The already mentioned "Lied der Hirtin" with text by Kind is 
one example. 
From the 3rd to the 20th of May Weber composed six 
songs. "Ich empfinde fast ein Grauen" (I Feel a Horror, 
Ope 64, No. 4) was based on a poem by Martin Opitz (ca. 
1693), the German poet who introduced Italian Renaissance 
literary theory into Germany. The other five songs are all 
Volksliede:r. 9 "Weine nur nicht" (Just Do Not Weep, . Op. 54, 
No. 7), "Wenn ich ein Voglein war" (If I Were a Little Bird, 
Op. 54, No. 6) and "Heimlicher Liebe Pein," (Secret Pain of 
, Love, Op. 64, No. 3) were poems from Volks/llLll1de. 10 "D ie 
fromme Magd" (The Gentle Maid, Ope 54, No. 1) was set to a 
poem by Bartholomaus Ringwald (1531-1595, preacher at Bran-
denburg). ""Mein Schatzerl is hubsch"," (My Daring 1S Pret-
ty, Ope 64, No. 1) was a poem from Fliegoendes Blatt. 
By June 1818, the Webers moved to a peaceful summer 
. house at Hosterwitz near Pillnitz. There they were charmed 
by the beautiful country scene. Parties for friends were 
held as usual. In July, Weber composed two more songs -
",Rosen im Haare, 11 (Roses in the Air, Op. 66, No. 2) and 
'IBach, Echo, Kuss" (Rippling Stream, Echo and Kiss, Op. 71, 
No. 2). The latter was set for solo vo~~e with piano or 
guitar accompaniment to a sweet little poem from Kind's 
idyllic play Del; Abend am Waldbrunnen. 
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In the year 1819 Weber had a lot of misfortune. In 
March he had symptoms of tuberculosis and he fell sick to 
the point of collapsing. His first-born infant girl was 
dead. At about the same time Vitzthum resigned his post at 
Dresden. It seemed that Weber's effort to establish German 
opera at Dresden was in vain. At this low point of his 
career, Weber did not stop composing. He produced many 
pianoforte pleces including the piano arrangements of Abu 
Hassan and Invitation to the Da.nce. In July, Weber composed 
more songs in Pillnitz. "Herzchen,mein Schatzchen,11 (My Dear 
Darling, Ope 64, No. 8) was the fifth song on texts from 
Volksmunde. There were two more songs with text taken from 
, 
Flieg'endes Bla.tt - "Abendsegen" (Evening Blessing, Gp. 64, 
No. 5) and "Liebesgruss aus der Ferne" (Love Greeting from 
Afar, Gp. 64, No. 6). Besides these Volksliedel' there was 
another "Keine Lust ohn' treues Lieben! 11 (No Desire without 
True Love, Ope 71, No. 1) with text by Foster. 
In July, Count Brlihl, ~anager of the newly built thea-
tre in Berlin, invited Weber to stage an opera there in 
spring 1820. For the second half'of 1819 Weber was in full 
, swing composing Der Fl~eischiitz which then still went under 
the name of Die Jiig"ersbr'aut (or The Hunter ·'5 Bride). In the 
meantime, Weber composed three more songs. They are "Das 
Madchen an das erste Schneegl6ckchen" (The Maiden to the 
First Snowdrop, Ope 71, No. 3) to text by Gerstenbergk, 
"S e hnsucht" (Longing, Ope 80, No. 2), a Christmas song with 
text written by Kannegiesser, and "Elfenlied" (Elf Song, Op, 
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80, No. 3) with text also by Kannegiesser. 
Weber composed three more songs ln 1820. Two of them 
were composed before the., completion of De]:' F]:"eischiitz in 
May. They are "Sc hmerz" (Pain, Ope 80, No. 4) with text by 
Blankensee and "An 3ie" (You, the Repulsive Lover, Ope 80, 
No. 5) wtth text by Wargentin. The third song was composed 
later in the year - "Der Sanger und der Maler" (The Singer 
and the Artist, Ope 80, No.6) by an anonymous poet . . 
Weber first came across the story of Del' Freischiitz in 
1810. He and Alexander von Dusch read the ,story' in Johann 
August Apel's book Gespenste]:' Geschichten (Ghost Stories). 
The origin of the story may have dated as early as 1484. 
Then Weber wished to write a Romantic opera. According to 
the account given by Max von Weber, Weber and Dusch even 
started to sketch out scenes and, Dusch was about to write 
the libretto. Somehow the plan was put aside and gave way to 
. Abu Ha.ssa.n. 11 
It was not until 1817, at. Dresden, that Weber resumed 
the idea of composing Del' FI:eisohiitz. With the experience 
of the Leyer Llnd Schwert and the patriotic cantata Ka.lnpf und 
Siegbehind him, Weber now felt that it would be the right 
time to write an opera based on German folklore. He regarded 
De]:' Freischiitz as a good choice. He got the libretto from 
Kind on the 23rd of February, 1817" but it took some time 
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for him to conceive the music. He started to compose on the 
2nd of July 1817. ' It was the first note of the duet between 
Annchen and Agathe in the second Act. Once the work was 
started, it was interrupted by many other compositions 
before completion in May 1820. Some. of these composi tions 
include two Masses, the ~lL1bel-C:anta ,te, plano arrangements of 
Abu Hassan and Invitation to the Dance as well as twenty-
nine Lieder. 
In early 1818, Weber managed to write , out No. 3 of Der 
Fl~eischiitz - the peasant waltz and Max's aria "Durch die 
W~lder~ 11 This music, aCQording to the description of Max 
I 
von Weber, was the most important creation in that period of 
great trouble in Weber's career. This number was completed 
on the 22nd of April. A part of the melody in Max's aria 
resembles closely the melody of the Lied "Das Veilchen in 
Thale" which was composed at about the same time. 
On the 13th of March 1819 Weber composed the fifth 
number of Der Fl"eischiitz - the aria "5chweig! damit dich 
N " d t 11 Upon rece 1" Vl" ng" Count Bru·· hI's commiss ion leman warn ... . 
in July, he worked incessantly on the opera. By the end of 
the year a large portion ' of it was ready, including Agathe's 
great aria "Und ob die Wolke sich verhlille." Throughout this 
time Weber imagined that his beloved wife Caroline would 
sing the role of Agathe. He therefore wrote music that would 
display the best of Caroline's voice. 
?-:r _ ...... 
~eber · started . to compose the Overture of the opera on 
the 22nd of February, 1820. and h<:td it completed on the 13th 
of May the same year. In the meantime, the "Huntsmen's Cho-
rus
ll 
and the entr'acte were completed in March. Upon the 
suggestion of Count Bruhl, Weber changed the title from Die 
Jiig'ersbr8.ut to Der Fl'eischiitz. 
During the rehearsals for its premiere in the Berlin 
Theatre, and upon the request of Count BrUhl on the '25th of 
May, Weber added the Romanze and aria IIEinst traumte meiner 
sel'gen Base ... 1I for the soprano Fraulein Eunike who sang · 
the role of Annchen, Weber completed the n~w number on the 
28th of May. 
The first performance of Der Fl'eischiitz took place on 
the 18th of June 1821, This was the first opera ever staged 
in the newly built theatre in Berlin. It was received with 
great 'applause by the audience; the critics, however, did 
.not take the same view. ~offmann's suggestion ' that Weber mo-
delled the opera after Spontini hur't Weber's heart,12 
Zelter wrote critically to Goethe that, despite the appeal 
of the music. to the audience, Weber had actually II made a 
colossal nothing out, of a void. 11 13 The poet Tieck remarked 
that the opera was lithe most unmusical hubbub that ever 
roared upon the stage". 14 Spohr criticized: 11 As I never had 
any great opinion of Weber's talent as ~ composer ... I can 
only explain it by the gift possessed by Weber, to write for 
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the general masses. 1115 However, the critics admitted that 
the opera possesses heart-stirring melodies and original 
instrumental effects. An~ above all the opera commenced a 
new era in dramatic musical composition. Ever since its 
premiere, Der Freisahiitz was well received in the German-
speaking world. It was also popular in England in the 19th 
Century, although alterations were made from time to time 
when the opera appeared on stage. Nowadays its popularity is 
world-wide. 
Notes: 
(1) J. 71 IS the catalogue number In Jahns. 
(2) Kaiser, AL1tabiog·z.~a.phische Skizze, quoted in John War-
rack, Carl }fal~ia vonWeber, · 2nd edition, (London: 
Cambridge University Press, 1969), p. 80. 
(3) The biographical material in this chapter, unless 
otherwise stated, is based on John Warrack, · Ca.rl Ha.ria. 
von f'lebel~; and Max von Weber, Cal'l 11aria van Weber: -The 
Life af a.n Al'tist, 2 vols, translated from German by 
J.P. Simpson, origianlly published by Chapman and Hall, 
1865, (New York: Greenwood Press, 1969), 
(4) See Max von Weber, Cal~l11aria. van Weber, Vol. 1, p. 
258. 
( 5 ) See M ax v 0 n Web er, C al'l 11a. r i a. 'van Web el' , V 0 1, 1, p, 
271 . 
. (6) See John Warrack, Ca.rl Haria. van Weber, p. 152. 
(7) In 1825, 1 French Louis d'or was worth approximately 
£1. 
25 ' 
(8) See Max von Weber, Carl Haria von Weber, Vol. 2, pp. 
118-120. 
, (9) Volkslied is a kind of folk poetry. See Chapter Three 
for a more detailed description of the subject. 
(10) VolksmLlnde means vernacular; here it is a collection of 
poetry. 
(11) See Max von Weber, Cal"l Haria von Weber, Vol. 1, p. 
156. 
(12) J. Warrack, Ca:}:"l Haria. von Weber, p. 250. 
(13) ibid. p. 253. 
(14) ibid. p. 253 
(15) Max von Weber, CarlHaria von Weber, Vol. 2, p. 226. 
CHAPTER THREE 
'THE STYLE OF WEBER'S LIEDER COMPOSED BETWEEN 1810 AND 1820 
In the decade from 1810 to 1820 Weber wrote more than 
sixty songs. 1 Songs were not his major output, for he found 
the opera more attractive. These songs for solo voice may be 
classified into three categories: 
a. Strophic songs 
b. Through-composed songs 
c. Songs in modified strophic forms 
In this chapter, a selection of Weber's songs will be 
discussed. The first group consists of fifteen songs in 
strophic setting (Ex. 3.1 - 3.15). In the second group are 
four songs in through-co~posed setting(Ex. 3.16 - 3.19). The 
, third group contains the songs in modified strophic forms 
(Ex. 3.20 - 3.21). In the catalogue of Weber's works, J~hns 
identified the form of each song by naming it as strophic or 
through-composed. His classification seems inadequate, and 
sometimes he is mistaken. I shall illustrate my comment with 
examples (Ex. 3.20 - 3.22). There are also songs in which 
Weber purposely grouped together. Three groups of such songs 
will be discussed (Ex. 3.23 - 3.35). For each category of 
songs, the examples generally follow chronological order, so 
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as to illustrate style changes. 
Many of Weber's songs can be classified as Volkslieder 
(folksong-like songs). The first three songs below are 
examples of such. Before going on to the examples, an expla-
nation of the term Volkslied is necessary. 
The singing tradition of the Germans may be traced as 
early as the Meistersingers and the Minnesingers or before. 
Some years past the mid-eighteenth century, poems written in 
the Volkslied style began to appear in German poetry collec-
tions. The Stimmen der Volker in Liedern by Johann Gottfried 
Herder (1788 -1789) is an example. 
The term Volkslied can mean folk poetry, or it can mean 
~ 
a type of song. The German Romantics differentiated between 
the true folk song and its relative the V~lkslied. According 
to the poet Achim von Arnim (1781 - 1831), one of the lead-
ers of the Heidelberg school, the genuine folksongs are the 
songs of the people: ' miners, soldiers, craftsmen, or peas-
ants. These songs are not sung by skilled singers nor are 
they written by any identified composer or poet. Volkslied, 
on the other hand, refers to popular songs which resemble 
, 2 folksongs, but the poem and the music are by known persons. 
The term Volkslied was not a current invention, for as early 
as the sixteenth century Georg Forster used this term in his 
~ 
Frische Deutsche Liedlein (New Beloved German Songs, 
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Nlirnberg, 1552). J.A.P.Schulz (1747-1800) and J. F. Rei-
chardt (1752-1814) were the .first persons to elevate the 
Volkslied to a higher leve,l. Schulz, in his collection of 
forty-eight Volksliedel~.1 Lieder im Volkston (Songs in Folk-
style, 1782) stated that~the songs were not genuine folk-
songs. 
The most important quality oJ the Volkslied as under-
stood by Reichardt, Tieck, Arnim and Weber was simplicity. 
This comprises: i) simplicity of accompaniment and rhythm, 
ii) declam~tion like that of natural German speech, iii) 
vocal lines which arise from the natural impulses of the 
heart and are free from all ornamentation and embellishment, 
as well as intellectual contrivances, iv) repetition of 
phrases, and v) avoidance of foreign influence. Thus, de-
pending on the way the songs are set, strophic songs may 
easily fall within the category of Volkslieder. 3 
In the case of Weber, this also holds true. Out of the 
.nearly sixty songs for solo voice which Weber wrote between 
1810 and 1820, about two thirds are strophic songs. Among 
the twenty-nine songs which he wrote in the years 1817 to 
1820 (apart from five songs which have been lost), no less 
than seventeen of the rest are strophic songs. The lengths 
of these se~enteen strophic songs range from 9 bars to 24 
bars. The sources of these poems are mostly qesignated as 
"of the people".4 The subject matter also reflects typical 
German folk life. The following three songs are illustra-
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tions. 
"Alte Weiber" (Old Women, 1817) is a gay song of four 
stanzas urging people to be merry while . young (Ex. 3.1). It 
is in the key of G major. There are eight bars of voc~l 
melody followed by eight bars of music played on the piano. 
The tune is made up of two 4-bar phrases forming a contrast-
ing period. The melody 1S quite agitated, with arpeggiated 
patterns of the tonic and dominant chord moving in fast 
semiquavers. The quick rise and fall of the melodic contour 
bear instrumental characteristics and suggest a dance tune. 
This impression is reinfQrced by the 8-bar instrumental 
interlude between the verses. The accompan'iment doubles the 
vocal melody, and the firm chords of the left hand, moving 
to the pulse, help build up a firm rhythm for the dance. No 
folksong or folksong-like tunes can be simpler than this. 
The first phrase of the song is built upon a long tonic 
pedal, while the beginning of the two phrases of the inter-
lude is built mainly on the dominant chord which eventually 
forms a perfect cadence. In the middle of these phrases 
(bars 10 and 14) there are harmonic clashes between the 
melody, made up of notes of the tonic chord, and the chordal 
accompaniment underneath ·of .a dominant 7th chord. This 
juxtaposition perhaps suggests how the "illiterate" folk ' 
musician might have ,treated the music tHus. The jocularity 
, of the poem is conveyed by the overall musical setting. The 
choice of G major helps to set the mood, a key described by 
, . 
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Georg Joseph Vogler (Weber's teacher) in the Deutsche 
"Eneyelopiidie, Vol " 2 (1779) as follows: "already livelier, 
although not stormy. Naive actions, especially of innocent 
rustic pleasures, can be expressed here more simply than in 
other keys ".5 Concerning key characteristics, it is perhaps 
controversial to suppose that Weber always thought this way 
while composing music. Nevertheless, observation shows that 
key character ist ics seem to be cons'isten t in Weber's L ieder . 
This question forms yet another facet of Weber's setting .of 
songs. 
"Liebeslied" (Love Song, 1817) 1.S simple yet with deep 
and piercing affection (Ex. 3.2). In fou~ stanzas, the 
singer praises his pretty darling; who has clear eyes and 
dark brown hair. He treasures her honesty and bravery. He 
~ould not forfeit her for another because she is so pure and 
fine. In the third verse he bids her to turn a deaf ear to 
other people's false tongues and wait for his coming. Weber 
addre~sed ' his fianc~e Caroline with this song, expressing 
, his love for her. How clever was Weber to compose this 
heartfelt song to court his dear fiancee! He asked her to 
pay special attention to the third verse, while soon expect-
ing his arrival. 
This strophic song 1.S 1.n E maJ or, _~ key descr ibed by 
Vogler as "fiery, piercing flames". The two 4-bar phrases of 
the song form a contrasting peri?d, followed by two bars of 
music which serve as interludes between the stanzas and as a 
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postlude after the fourth stanza. The melody is diatonic 
with the range of a 9th, from b to c#l~ The whole song is 
built upon the tonic and dominant seventh chord, patterned 
I~V7-1 for the first phrase and V7-1 64-V7-1 for the second 
phrase. In the latter phrase, the chords support the melody 
firmly, yet without the slightest interruption to its flow. 
The poems for this song, "Alte Weiber" and "Wenn ich 
eln V6g1ein war" are from Des Kna.ben WunderhoJ:.'n - a . collec-
tion of Volkslieder published by Arnim ' and Brenteno. 
"Wenn ich eJ.n V6g1ein war" (If I Were a Little Bird, 
1817) is another delightful ditty in strophic setting. (Ex. 
3,3) This song is about a person longing for his lover, who 
is far away. He wishes he could be a little bird that would 
" 
fly to her and stay with her always. How thankful would he 
be if his lover would give him her heart many thousand 
times. The structure of this song is a contrasting period, 
consisting of a 6-bar phrase balanced by a 4-bar phrase. 
There is no introduction or postlude. The sequential treat-
ment of an ascending scalic pattern in bars 1-4 portrays 
vivid ly the upward f lying of the 'u 1 it t le bird". The qu icker 
rhythm of bar 5 seems to symbolize the fluttering of the 
bird ·'s wings. The flattened leading note in bar 8 helps to 
convey one's suppressed anxiety at being away from his 
lover. The sudden twist of harmony at this point gives 
attractiveness to the melody, and in turn prepares for the 
natural return of the leading note in bar 9, proceeding on 
to the tonic in bar 10 to close the song. The tinge of 
secondary dominant harmony, here adds glamour to the tune . It 
may seem ·, that the words of the second stanza do not fit the 
melody as vividly as the first; yet the mood oflong~ng 1S 
main tained. To fit the m'e lady to the words 1n the third 
stanza, a slight alte~ation of the melody 1S necessary. In 
bars 1, 4 and 7 the first beat is split 'from a crotchet to a 
dotted quaver and semiquaver. 
The three songs above are all strophic songs. One 
characteristic of a strophic song is that the melody should 
, 
fit all the verses of a poem. In many case.s, word-painting 
in detail of the words in each stanza may not be possible. 
Therefore it is important for the melody of the song to be 
able to convey the mood of all the stanzas of the poem in 
turn to - help e~press the poetic meaning. Of course it would 
be best if the melody can actually paint all the words in a 
fitting manner. Weber was well aware of the needs of songs 
in strophic settings. As he once expressed the matter: liThe 
creation of a new form of a song can only be achieved 
through the way the composer sets the poetry. With my songs 
I ,'have always given the ~reatest concern to reproducing the 
correct declamation and true meaning of my poet." 6 The 
f6110wing five songs illustrate th~s p~tnciple. 
The famous 11 W iegen I ied I~ (Lu llaby, 1810) is a good 
example (Ex. 3.4). The song is made up of four 4-bar 
phrases. The first two phrases and the fourth phrase move in 
gentle profile. The range of each vocal phrase falls within 
the interval of a sixth. The third phrase centers round the 
dominant and gradually rises to the upper tonic, conveying 
the peaceful feeling which the third line in each of 'the 
four stanzas suggests. The accompaniment moves slowly and 
gently with the basic beat in block chords, supporting the 
melody soothingly. The original accompaniment was for the 
guitar, a common practice in those days. This can also 
explain the use of block chords ~s accompaniment. 
The choice of the key of C major conveys a sense of 
purity; C major was regarded as IIcompletely pure ll in the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 7 There is 
no need for word-painting at specific points in order to 
capture the message of the poem. The overall setting of 
melody, accompaniment and harmony together paint a scene of 
peace. and affection. 
II Schmerz" (Pain, 1820) is another example which illus-
trates Weber's manner of Lied setting (Ex. 3.5). The poem 
consists of six stanzas depicting a tragic yet dramatic 
I' 
incident. A man is on the point of dying. In despair he 
yearns for help from God above. The mention of thorns and 
blood suggests the dying scene of Jesus: This song is in the 
key of D minor. It is only nine bars in length, consisting 
of a two-phrase . period with one bar of coda. The melody is 
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built on a dotted rhythm (r ~) moving in very slow tempo 
(lento); this suggests hesitation and unrest. The beginning 
of the first phrase 1S built on the 0 minor chord with the 
melody beginning on the 3rd scale degree and jumping via the 
dominant to the upper tonic, and then falls stepwise to the 
dominant V1a the notes of the ascending melodic minor scale, 
with a twist touching the G sharp at the end of bar 3. The 
second phrase begins exactly the same as the first phrase. 
But unlike the first phrase, the melody moves from F to F#, 
which leaps dramatically up to D. This then drops to the 
tonic from the dominant at the end of the phrase, a drop 
which helps to secure the sad tone of the poem. The opening 
notes of the first phrase paint the words Df the six stanzas 
convincingly, for the stanzas begin with "Heart my heart" 
(Herz mein Herz), "God my God" (Gott! mein Gott), "Path my 
path" (Pfad, mein Pfad), "Spirit my spirit" (Geist mein, 
Geist), "Courage my courage" (Muth mein Muth) and "Pain my 
painll (Schmerz mein Schmerz) respectively. The key is D 
minor, regarded as melancholy in Weber's time. The accompa-
·niment doubles the melody and moves to the pulse in chordal 
texture. 8 Such an arrangement allows the syllabic melody to 
flow clearly. This miniature song vividly interprets the 
mearllng of the poem . 
. "Mein Schatzerl 1S hlibsch ll (My Dar~ing is Pretty, 1818) 
is another gay song with the poem,in southern German dia-
lect, characterizing southern German life and humour (Ex. 
3.6). In two stanzas the singer'expresses his love for his 
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darling; he would not exchange her for gold or anything else 
in the world. The song is in E maJor and in 3/8 time. The 
melody is essentially in fast-moving quavers. Motion also 
results from the angular melody characterized by big inter-
vallic Jumps upwards and downwards. The song is orgariized 1n 
binary structure. The A section is made up of two 4-bar 
phrases en~ing with a half cadence. The use of fermatas at 
the end of the phrases is very effective; these enhance the 
words "hlibsch" (pretty, bar 2) and "nit" (not, bar 8) in the 
first stanza and "fromm" (pious) · and "Muth" (courage) 1n 
corresponding places in the second stanza. They also create 
a halt in the rhythmic flow at appropriate points, helping 
to highlight the dance rhythm suggested by the agitated, 
arpeggiated bass line of the B section. The song ends with 
the repetition of the first phrase of the A section. There 
1S no introduction or postlude. The harmony is basically on 
tonic and dominant chords. The choice of E major also helps 
to convey _ a lively mood. The melody can be compared to that 
of "Bettlerlied" (Beggar's Song, - 1812) which is based on a . 
, 
similar idea but is even cruder. 
"Bettlerlied" is a song with either guitar or piano-
" 
forte accompaniment (Ex. -3.7). It is a four-stanza, funny 
song in Bavarian dialect. The carefree young beggar and his 
girl · friend dance gaily and sing this j-olly song. It is in A 
major and has a time signature of 3/8 with an odd insertion 
of 2/4 at the third-last bar. The song is in binary struc-
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ture; two repeated 4-bar phrases in section A are balanced 
by a long 7-bar p~rase in section B. The apparent unequal 
lengths of the A and Bseations can be explained as follows: 
the melody of the third-last bar consists of four qtiavers, 
and can be viewed as two bars of 3/8 time each with ~ ' quaver 
stolen away. The 7-bar phrase 1n the B section functions as 
a refrain, which 1S typical of folksongs. The sudden sur-
prise in ·the change of rhythm comes haturally, suggesting a 
robust stamping by the couple in the course of their dance. 
Chordal support enhances the dancing rhythm. That this song 
is a dance cannot be mistaken, for J~hns s~id that Weber 
wrote in his diary that this song is a IIbeggar dance". 9 The 
simple harmonic progression helps to convey a natural, 
almost naive,scene. The choice of A major was regarded as 
bright and cheerful · in Weber's time. With regard to the 
organization of this song,it seems a forerunner of IIAlte 
Weiber" and IIMein Schatzerl is hlibsch". The former is a 
dance-like song with similar rhythmic patterns, but the 
dance is more interesting. The l~tter, with the melody based 
. on agitated intervallic jumps, is more sophisticated. 10 
11 He iml icher L iebe Pe in 11 (Secret Pain of Love, 1818) is 
a sad song, as is "Schmerz" (1820) (Ex. 3.8). This is a 
little song of five stanzas, each set to music lasting eight 
bars~ The song is in E minor: rather u~~sual, for most of 
Weber's songs are written in the major key. As in "Schmerzll, 
the singer feels immense melancholy because she is forced by 
her parents to marry a man whom she does not love. Tortured 
by the secret pain of sep"aration from her sweetheart, she 
would like to die; The last thing she implores of her lover 
1S his presence at her funeral. 
The melody 1S rather static and conjunct. The four 2-
bar phrases are organized 1n ABA'B' format. The fall from 
the dominant to the tonic 1n the melody at the very end 1S 
effective 1n bringing out the deep sorrow hinted by the last 
few words of each and every stanza. The extremely s~mple 
accompaniment of one chord strumming only on the first beat 
of each bar allows the melody to flow slowly in an almost 
parlando style. The song begins with a G major chord in the 
first bar, which quickly falls back to E m1nor in the second 
bar. Except for the G major chord at the beginning the 
whole song is constructed in simple diatonic chord progres-
Slon. The key of E minor was regarded in those days as 
tender and lamenting. Hence Weber" s choice of key is perhaps 
not without careful weighing. In order to fit the words of 
the different stanzas of the poem Weber altered the rhythm 
of the tune at appropriate places. This need arose from the 
format and poetic feet of the poem. Since the alteration of 
melody was unavoidable, more sophisticated changes would 
have approached the idea "of through-composed structure. 
Weber was fond of highlighting the simplicity of the songs. 
He used the idea of this song as part ~i the organization of 
11 So lag sie im Sarg" in the Wolf's Glen Scene of Der 
Freischiitz. 
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It seems that" in 1814, after the impact of the Leyer 
und Schwert songs, Weber had a grow~ng interest ln setting 
poems written in folk style. Nevertheless, many of the songs 
composed before 1814 are also in simple, plain and naive 
style. Very often he set music to the poems of his friends 
such as J. Heinrich Voss, Alexander von Dusch, A. Eckschlag-
er and A. van Kotzebue. 11 Below is an example. 
"Mayenbllimlein" (Little Flower of May. 1811) is a 
strophic song set to four stanzas of verse written by Eck-
schlager (Ex. 3.9). The singer praises the little flower 
that blooms freely in the garden and by the wayside. He 
admires the flower for being so beautiful, sweet and young. 
In the last stanza he draws a comparison between the flower 
and the young maiden whom he loves. He would like her to be 
his. The structure of the poem facilitates strophic setting. 
The last two lines of the four stanzas are refrain~like, but 
Weber skillfully sets these two lines to two four-bar 
phrases which form the B part of the binary form. There are 
four bars of instrumental music serving as an interlude 
between the stanzas and as a postlude after the fourth 
stanza. The figuration of , the up~er voice in this part 
suggests more movement , than those that accompany the vocal 
melody. Since the accompaniment is for ~ither the guitar or 
the piano, chords moving to the .basic beat are employed. The 
key is C major, which suits the plain and naive mood of this 
song: The harmony is not cbmplicated, with the third phrase 
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modulating to A minor. To make the vocal melody more lively, 
Weber ' often set t~o , quick notes, semiquavers in this case, 
to one syllable. In this song this device is used six times: 
ln bars 2, 4 (twice), 10, 13 and 14. Weber also wrote a 
waltz along with this song, dedicating it to the Duke of 
Gotha in November 1813. 
In the following three songs, "Minnelied", "Die fromme 
Magd" and "Ich empfinde fast ein Grauen ... " Weber showed 
his mastery of the Lied ln traditional style. His tribute 
paid to traditional German songs revealed his preference for 
the folksong style in his songs. 
"Minnelied" (Love Song, 1813) is a strophic song of 
sixteen bars written in the character of the old German 
Hinnelied in AABA' structure with four bars of piano mUS1C 
playing after the end of the vocal ' line (Ex. 3.10). The 
singer is charmed by a beautiful lady; in ecstasy he says he 
would even die for her. The content of the poem suggests 
Hinnelied style. The song is in A major, a key suitable for 
tender passion. The accompaniment is, as usual, chordal. The 
phrases are short and syllabic. This characteristic, togeth-
er wi th the AABA' structll're also suggests the Hinnelied 
style. 12 The harmony is simple, although a mild use of 
chromatic notes appears in the interlude between stanzas. 
This poem was written by Voss, a contemporary writer of 
Weber's time. It is interesting to compare this song with 
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another song which Weber wrote ln 1818, "Die fromme Magd". 
"Die fromme Magd 11 (The Gentle Maid, 1818) is a four-
stanza poem written by the sixteenth century poet 
Bartholomaus Ringwald. Weber . found this poem in Des Knaben 
Wunderhorn; it is about a gentle and faithful maid servant 
who always performs her duties promptly. This is a strophic 
song, in which ten bars of vocal melody are followed by four 
bars of piano interlude (3.11). The vocal melody is very 
much like a chorale, and the basic form is binary. The 
accompaniment begins with two-part writing which extends to 
three-part at the end of the two sections of the song. The 
accompaniment at the beginning of the second section is 
reinforced by octave doubling. The instrumental accompani-
ment is ln the form of a canon a2 at the interval of a 
seventh below. It is unu~ual for Weber to avoid chordal 
accompaniment in a song setting. This seems suitable for a 
poem written by an ancient poet. The key of the song is G 
major, a key showing pleasant rustic flavour. 
"Ich empfinde fast ein Grauen ... " (I Feel a Horror, 
1818) is another song set to a poem written by Opitz 
(c~.1639), (Ex. 3.12). This is a poem of scholarly humour. 
In five stanzas the singer urges people to indulge in drink-
ing and singing to subside fear and ha~qship in their lives. 
The last stanza ends thus: "Allow that I don't inherit too 
' much, Ah, thus have I a noble wine, with others I'll be 
happy,if alone I must die" meaning that drinking and singing 
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are the best escapism from real life. There are three three-
bar phrases with a ' two bar piano interlude after each stan-
za. The second phrase is built on sequences. The vocal 
melody consists of many leaps which are characteristic of 
~ the drinking-song. Effective use of semiquavers in eabh of 
the phrases helps to enhance the jerky rhythm which pervades 
this jolly song. The key is G major, a pleasant key. The 
accompaniment begins by doubling the vocal line in octaves; 
only in the middle of bar two does it support the vocal line 
with harmony. The change of texture in the second phrase 
creates contrast. The chordal patte~n in the treble stave is 
supported by the wide leaps of arpeggiated chord notes in 
,-
the bass. 13 This makes the return of a chordal accompani-
ment of the third phrase seem more sturdy. The running 
semiquavers of the bass line make the interlude sound jocu-
lar. The melodic structure of this song is also 1n the style 
of Hinnelied, but the accompaniment, which creates a jolly 
mood" is substantial. 
"Die fromme Magd" is exceptional among Weber's songs 
written .in the Dresden years. By 1817 and in the years 
'~ after, Weber's style of writing became more and more mature. 
This can be seen in his songs. In the accompaniment, the 
more sophisticated piano figuration often replaced the 
chotdal accompaniment which was perhapi"characteristic of 
guitar playing. Not only is the piano figuration more idio-
matic, it is often symbolic as well. The songs "DasVeilchen 
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im Thale", "Lied der Hirtin" and "Elfenlied" are three 
examples. 
"Das Veilchen im Thale" (The Violet 1n the Valley, 
1817) is a four-stanza poem in praise of this little flower 
(Ex. 3.13). The poem is decorated with extravagant, de-
scriptive words of praise. The violet is compared to the 
diamond, the morn ing dew and ·the sun's ray. The key is E-
flat major, a key of love and devotion suitable for a sub-
ject that is divine. In keeping with the declamatory style 
of the poem, Weber set the melodic line ina bouncing man-
ner. Again the technique of one syllable sung to two moving 
semiquavers is effectively used in this sO,ng. The structure 
of the melody is ABCA'. The C phrase is built on a repeti-
tion of musical units in the key of G minor. The ~econd half 
of the B phrase is based on the idea of the A phrase bu·t in 
B-flat major. The harmonic language of this song is richer 
than in many of the simple folksong-like songs, although in 
its poetic content and melodic structure, it is in folksong 
style. In the accompaniment, groups of arpeggiated semiqua-
vers in the treble stave are supported by steady bass notes 
in octaves. The overall effect of the accompaniment is a 
continuous semiquaver flo~ creating a perpetual motion-like 
feeling. This skillful · use of piano figuration creates a 
b~ckground vital in setting the app~op~~ate mood for the 
song. As in many of the strophic songs, detailed word-paint-
ing is not W~ber's main concern. The opening bars of this 
song '. appear in bar twenty-f i ve of the ar ioso 11 Through the 
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Woods .," In . Der Freischiitz. 
The 1 0 v e son g "L i e d., de r H i r tin" (50 n g 0 f . the 5 he ph er d -
ess, 1818) is based on a seven-stanza poem (Ex. 3.14). It 1S 
very pastoral. The key is G major. There are 21 bars of 
vocal melody with another 2-bar ~iano interlude after the 
vocal portion. The five phrases show an ABA' structure. The 
A section consists of two repeated phrases. The B section 
consists of two phrases with the first phrase beginning in 
bar 9 (last crotchet in the accompaniment) and bar 13 (also 
the last c~otchet, but in the voice). This technique of 
sharing of phrase between voice and accompaniment is to be 
found in many songs of Lied masters such as Schubert and 
Schumann. In this section, the melody passes through C 
major to B minor. The modulation to B minor is beautiful, 
and the harmony helps to express,the mood suggested by the 
lines of the poem. The A' section is a restatement in the . 
tonic key of the opening phrase, but with an extension in 
bar 19 to create a melisma on the word "Quelle". This allows 
the vocal line to end with a melodic climax. 14 Throughout 
the s6ng the accompaniment shows a strong tendency to use 
pedal-point to create a drone-ba~s effect, which is charac-
teristic in portraying a pastoral scene. 
"Elfenlied" (Elf Song, 1819) is a poem of three stanzas 
which portrays a mischievous elf enjoying its wanderings at 
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midnight.(Ex. 3.15) This lively, charming song 1.S in A 
major, regarded as bright · and cheerful in those days. The 
vocal line consists of two . four-bar phrases in binary struc-
ture preceded by one bar of introduction. The vocal line 
begins with repeats of the dominant embellished by its lower 
auxiliary note, creating a sense of agitation. The motion 
is further secured by the clever use of groups of. semiqua-
vers (f71J) in the two phrases. One can almost sense the 
carefree elf merrily going up and down in its journey. The 
mood is enhanced by the idiomatic accompaniment; th~ harmony 
is simple. The treble part moves in semiquavers written in 
close position supported by a steady bass line moving mostly 
in quavers. The introduction to each stanza differs slightly 
each time. Before the 2nd stanza the introduction displays 
the lightest texture. The embellished dominants in the 
treble stave symbolize the motion of the petite elf. The ~se 
of chromatic notes in th~ coda 1.n bar 10 of the third stan-
za, adds vitality to the image of a cute little elf. The 
overall setting plus the quick tempo (molto yiyace) together 
create immense agility in the song. 
In order to express the mood and meaning a the poem in 
greater detail, a detour from the strophic setting is una-
voidable. A through-composed setting seems to be the obvious 
solution. Weber once told Friedrich Wie~k his opinion on 
. t· 11 th' e creation of a new form must be song compos 1. l.on: ... 
' caused by the poem one is setting. In composing my songs, my 
efforts to render the poets in a wholly genuine way, and 
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with correct declamation, have led me to many a new melodic 
form."lS This · famous quotation of Weber conveys the .impor-
tant idea that flexibility in song setting is essential. Be-
sides the songs in strophic setting, many of Weber's 
through-composed songs can clearly illustrate the above 
, statement. The following four songs are the examples. The 
first three songs "Sind es Schmerzen, sind es Freuden", 
"Unbefangenheit" and "Reigen ll were written in 1813, and the 
fourth song "Das Madchen an das erste Schneeg16cken'.' was 
composed in 1819. These songs not only show Weber's flexi-
bility in song setting but also indicate his changing style. 
"Sind es Schmerzen, sirid es Freuden" "(There are Sor-
rows, there are Joys, 1813) is a heart-felt song.(Ex 3.16) 
The singer feels deep pain on separation from his lover. His 
despair and hope are, as the last part of · the poem says, 
"Separate from her, I will readily die. Only in her glance, 
dwells life, hope and joy'l~ The changing moods of the sirig-
.~ 
er's contemplation of his parting from his beloved are 
achieved by rich changes of tonality, harmony, tempo, meter 
and texture in the song. Broadly speaking, the song is in 
three parts: part I (bars 1 to 34), . part 11 (bars 35 to 42) 
and part III (bars 43 to 82). 
Part I (bars 1 to 34) is in 4/4 time, but the regular 
use of triplets in the accompaniment creates a feeling of 
compound quadruple meter. The tempo is fast and agitated 
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(allegro, agitato). This part is divided into two sections 
showing binary structure. The first section ends on Bar 17. 
The melodic direction of~the phrases is generally ascending, 
facilitating the singer to express his anxiety in agitation. 
It begins in C major, and then, commencing at bar 10, .. gradu-
ally modulates to G major. A skillful reference to E minor 
at bar 14 effectively paints the words "Welches Schmachten" 
(What languishing!) Bar 16 is marked perdendosi; this 
gradual dying-away prepares for the entry of the second 
section in C minor, a key regarded as most suitable for 
anguish and longing. The two repeated phrases of this sec-
tion are in downward melodic direction. This section 1S 
marked tranguillo a semplice (quiet and simple). Although 
the accompaniment is in triplets, essentially the same as 
the first section, the tonality and the harmony make it more 
subtle ' than before, showing less agitation and a more tender 
murmuring. The use of C major and C minor provides both 
contrast and unity: the contrast of major/minor tonality but 
a unity of two sections built on the same tonic. The dying-
, away instrumental extension after the vocal line at bars 31 
to 34 brings part I to a close on the dominant of A minor. 
Part 11 (bars 35 to 42) is 1n 6/8 time. The tempo is 
andante. Compared to part I, this is short. The choice of A 
minor was regarded as soft and mournfu~ . in Weber's day. The 
slow, rather static block chords in ' the accompaniment con-
trast greatly with the agitated part I. The melody is mainly 
built on this rhythmic figure ( .~ "R J'). The change of 
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tonality, harmony, texture and tempo deepens the sorrow of 
the singer. The climax of this section is at bar 40, where 
the word "Schmerz" (sorrow) is set to a German sixth chord 
and sung very loudly (Lt). This is resolved into the de-
scending melodic line, which suddenly drops from the ' domi-
nant to the tonic at the end of bar 41 to bar 42 and ends 
quietly. Such an arrangement effectively paints the words 
"L,eben ist dunkeles Grab" (Life is a · dark grave). Until now, 
the singer's · sorrow has deepened. 
Part 111 (bars 43 to 83) displays a rich course of 
harmony which eventually brings about the return of C major, 
. 
the tonic key. This part is divi~ed into three sections. The 
first section (bars 43 to 55) brings the music from A minor 
back to C major via the use of secondary dominant chords 
constructed upon a series of upward chromatic bass note~ 
(bars 45 to 49). The music first reaches C minor (bars 51 to 
54) and then reduces to a bare C octave (bar 55) before 
returning to C major 1n bar 55. The vocal melody is built 
upon the idea of the first phrase in part I. In this section 
the original tempo and time signature are restored, the 
singer again awakening in agitation. The phrase "Ich kenne 
mich noch kaum" (yet I ha·rdly know myself) is repeated three 
times (bars 50 to 54), the first two times in great agita-
tio"n but the third time in a descending"echo in a lower 
register. 
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The contrasts created by a sudden change of dynamics 
are numerous in this song. The second section (bars 56 to 
66) begins with a modified .restatement of bars 18 ' to 20 in C 
major, this time with more emphasis (Qilli. molto affetto).The 
singer appeals to the stars and Nature to listen to his 
serious oath, in which he declares that he will surely die 
if he is separated from his beloved. The oath (bars 63 to 
66), stated with force and speed but dropping at the end, is 
in E major. The textur~ recalls the setting already estab-
lished in part 11. The third section begins abruptly with 
the tonic dhord of C major, the fla~ submediant of E major. 
A modified restatement of the beginning of part I marks the 
start of the third section. After all his ~orrows,the singer 
now knows how joy can be C3:chieved. Th,e statement "Ach, nur 
1n ihrem Blick wohnt Leben und Hoffnung und Gluck" (Ah, only 
in her glance dwells life, hope and joy) is· repeated three 
times. The climax is at bar 74; for the first time the 
melody rises to the highest note G' with the word "Gluck". 
The vocal line ends with a drop from the dominant to th~ 
tonic. This falling perfect fifth is used three times in the 
song (Bars 41-42, 65-66 and 80-81) to conclude the different 
stages of the singer's changing moods. The first two times, 
the music signifies the g~ave and death; it therefore ends 
abruptiy with a pause (fermata). The third_ time, at the end 
of the song, the music goes on in the ~~strumental postlude, 
which suggests an echo of ecstasy within the singer's mind. 
The overall key structure is C major - C minor - A 
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minor - C minor - E major - C major, thus involving parallel 
major/minor and the key relationship of a third. Irregular-
ity of phrasing results from the structure of the poem. 
Sqarp dynamic contrast is an indispensable device used to 
enhance the changing moods. This exquisite song is indeed a 
masterpiece comparable to those highly valued songs of 
Schubert, Schumann and Brahms. Above all, this song was 
composed two years before Schubert's early masterpiece "Der 
Erlkonig". No wonder Hans Joachim Moser chose this song as 
an example to represent Weber's achievement in The German 
Solo Song and the Ballad. 16 
"Unbefangenheit" (Impartiality, 1813) IS another 
through-composed song.(Ex. 3.17) This IS a charming song 
with intimate warmth, and at the same time it is quite 
mischievous. The background is a pastoral scene. The singer 
seems to whisper to the brook and the meadow, urging them to 
keep a secret for him. His secret i~ not to tell anyone of 
his knowledge of the love he observed between a pair of 
young lovers. His sentiment is vividly conveyed by the 
phrases "Frage mich immer, fragest umsonst! (Always ask me, 
[you] ask in vain!) 11 and 11 frage 'nur zu! (keep on asking!). 
On examining the structure of the poem, there seem to be 
three stanzas. The first stanza begins with "Frage mich 
immer" and goes up to "weiss nichts davonl" at bar 31. The 
second stanza immediately follows with the same opening 
words as stanza one and ends at bar 48 with the same wording 
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welss nichts davonl" The third stanza apparently begins 
with different wor~ing (bar 49) but, judging from the poetic 
meter and the layout of the lines of the poem, it may seem 
logical.to suppose Weber placed the beginning phrases at the 
very end. Perhaps this poem could have been set strop~ical­
ly, but Weber chose the through-composed form. The chosen 
musical setting of the song may suggest that this supposi-
tion is valid. 17 
In this through-composed song, Weber derived musical 
settings for the second and third stanzas of the poem from 
musical materials used for the first stanza. The song 1S 1n 
C major. The choice of 6/8 time is good fQr enhancing live-
liness. The first part (bars 1 to 31) shows a binary struc-
ture. The first section of this (bars 1 to 12) consists of 
three melodic ideas. The first p~rase is a four-bar phrase 
with the short vocal lines punctuated by occasional chords 
suggesting parlando style. The next is a two-bar phrase, 
which is repeated. ' The vocal line of the fourth phrase is 
separated into two portions by a short, descending piano 
figuration. The first portion is accompanied with a lively 
pattern in semiquavers (bar 9), and the second portion is 
chordal (Bars 11 to 12). Descending and ascending patterns 
1n semiquavers are used effectively between phrases (Bars 4, 
6, 8 and 10) to suggest the lively and ~ischievous mood. The 
second section (bars 13 to 31) is built on different tex-
tures. The first phrase (bars 13 to 19) 1S first announced 
by the piano with the voice joining in, sharing the phrase 
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two bars later. The vocal line is again split into two short 
portions, and continuity of the phrase is provided by the 
piano accompaniment. Beginning at bar 18, when the singer 
appeals to the "Bachlein" (the brook), the piano plays a 
rippling figure in semiquavers ln F major suggesting the 
running and murmuring of the ,calm and gentle brook. There lS 
an abrupt insertion of parlando singing without accompani-
ment at bars 23-24. There the singer whispers to the brook 
to keep his secret. The pleading is to be sung very ,quietly. 
Then the rippling returns loudly to agree with the singer on 
keeping the secret. 
The second stanza of the poem begins -immediately with 
music which resembles the opening' bars. Then at bars 35-42 
the music is built on the ideas of the second section 'of 
part one. Again there is a sharing of phrase between the 
sin$er and the accompanist. The music modulates to E major. 
The singer turns to ask the meadow questions. The fermata at 
bar 42 is very effective for highlighting the question 
" raumlich fur zwei? (have [you] space for two?)". Then the 
music of bars 4 to 8 returns, with different words sung. The 
mpsic, with the figuration of the brook in the accompani-
ment, immediatelyfollows ' to suggest the brook's answer that 
the mead~w knows nothing (bars 47-48). Bars 49 to 51 are 
built on the ideas of ' bars 13 to 17. ' Th~ vocal melody sug-
gests a reference to the parlando singing at bars 23 to 24. 
The words are parallel in meaning to those at bars 23 to 24. 
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Again the singer urges the meadow not to disclose the se-
cret. A return of the music of bars 9 to 12 then appears at 
bars 52 to 55. Immediately ·following this is a phrase built 
on ideas ~ similar to bars 13 to 17. The music is brought to a 
climax at bar 67. Then a reminder for the parlando si~ging 
follows. This time there is no more pleading, but sighing on 
the words "Liebe verschwiegen ist! (love is secret!)". At 
bars 71 to 74 there is a reappearance of the music from bars 
4 to 7, sung to different words. This 1S then followed by a 
phrase (bars 75 to 79) similar to bars 26 to 30. It ' may seem 
appropriate to end the song here, but Weber' now repeats the 
beginning of the poem (which he had left out at bar 48), 
although a slight alteration of the vocal melody is neces-
sary at bars 82-83 to end the vocal line assuredly : A two-
bar postlude reminds the listener that all the time the 
singer is by the brookside,for there is still a low murmur 
of the brook played by the bass line of the accompaniment. 
The music after bar 42 is a rearrangement of the ideas 
already presented in the beginning of the song. The tonality 
is in C major until the end. 
It is interesting to see how Weber arranged the differ-
ent musical material to v~rses that might have suggested 
strophic setting~ The flexible use of musical materials 
allows the composer more freedom to en~&nce the meaning of 
the poem. The discreetly set piano accompaniment seems 
' indispensable. This trend awaits fuller development by later 
composers of the nineteenth century. 
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"Re igen'" (Round Dance, 1813) 1S another through-:'com-
posed song sketching jocular village life.(Ex. 3.18) The 
song portrays a village fair with dancing by the village 
folk and music making by the vil~age wind band. It is ' in 2/4 
time and G major, a key suitable for rustic pleasures. The 
introduction consists of eight bars . of music. The first six 
bars are played by piano alone and make use of a drone bass 
on the tonic chord, suggesting the playing · of the b~gpipe in 
the village band. This is then followed by two bars of vocal 
melody leading on to section A of the song. There is an 
eight-bar interlude, played five times without any altera-
tion, between the different sections of the song. This 
interlude is in D major with a dominant pedal played for 
seven bars, which finally falls to the toni.c chord. The 
melody in the treble clef suggests an out-of-tune but very 
eager performance by the village band. The G# at the begin-
ning of the interlude (bar 17) should have been a G to form 
a dominant seventh chord. The same goes for the beginning of 
the second phrase in the interlude (bar 21).18 
On examining the poetic layotit of the poem, there seem 
to be seven stanzas, each ' with five lines, to the rhyme 
scheme of aabbc. The regularity of the poem may suggest a 
strophic setting; but Weber chose to set the seven stanzas 
into six sections of vocal melodies, each separated by an 
interlude. Free repetition of some of the nonsense sylla-
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bles, such as "dudel didel dui dum") 1S employed to allow a 
balanced musical setting (Bars 51 to 52). The A section 
(bars 9 to 16) is the basis of all the other sections. The 
dotted rhythm ( J. ~ ) at the end of the second phrase 
suggests a lively dance rhythm. The accompaniment at first 
renders chordal support but is later reduced to a doubling 
of the vocal line played 1n octaves. The section ends on the 
dominant. The A1 section (bars 25 to 34) begins the same as 
section A. Then the part with the dotted rhythm is extended 
and for a short moment the voice sings alone, shouting "Ich 
\will nicht klissen!1I ("l want no l5.iss!") after which the 
section ends with a perfect cadence. Section A2 is even 
longer (bars 43 to 64). Again nonsense syllables such as 
, "dudel) didel dum" are used. Weber seems to suggest that the 
jolly villagers were not good singers because they sang out 
of tune. The C# at bars 49 and 61 in the vocal line should 
have beenC, to fit the chord of the dominant seventh. 
Section A3 is almost identical with Section A except for a 
two-bar extension of the phrase with dotted rhythm. Section 
A4 (bars 93 to 102) begins differently suggesting a change 
of steps 1n the folk dance. The texture at the beginning 1S 
different; there are more accents marked on the beats to 
suggest a momentary break , in the continuous rhythmic flow 
of the dance. But after four bars, the rhythm resumes with a 
phrase similar to the first phrase of s?ption A. The last 
section is A5, characterized by an extensive "dudel didel" 
' coda suggesting the dancers spinning round and round. The 
four-bar postlude played ~y the piano reminds us of the 
I . 
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vocal. introdtiction at bars 7 and 8. Except for the inter-
lude, the whole song does not modulate to any other key. 
That this song is classified as a through-composed song is 
pe~haps the result of setting seven stanzas of poems into a 
six-section structure. It is dramatic and displays jolly and 
rustic folk spirits. Weber called this song an "Ecossaise" 
in his diary.19 Once again he reminds of us the natural 
folk activities of singing and dancing. 
"Das Madchen an das erste Schneegl6ckchen" (The Maiden 
to the First Snowdrop, 1819) has been regarded as one of 
Weber's most representative songs. (Ex. 3.19)20 It is 
through-composed and· is in 2/4 time and G-minor, a key 
regarded as melancholy in Weber's day. The poem consists of 
two stanzas. A maiden finds a lonely snowdrop blossoming 'in 
the snow and ice amidst the cold North wind. Lamenting her 
loneliness, which made her heart frozen in the North wind, 
she invites the snowdrop to come with her to join the flam-
ing East wind for the eternal life of love. While little 
bells are ringing, she and the snowdrop will go downward to 
their grave. 
Weber makes brilliant use of the tonic major and minor 
keys. to describe the change of moods in a sensitive manner. 
The "first stanza is set mainly in declamatory style. The 
song begins in G minor, presenting a cold scene of wind, 
snow and ice (bars 1 to 6). At the finding of the snowdrop, 
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the music is heard in G major, a key regarded as tender and 
calm (bars 7 to 14 ) .. To descr ibe the snowdrop's struggle in 
the snow and ice, the vocal line is set with downward chro-
matic scale patterns supported by secondary dominant chords 
(bars 15 to 22). On mention of the little bells spreading in 
the wind and snow, the accompaniment, with a figure built on 
semiquavers, suggests the gentle tinkling of the bells (bars 
23 to 26). Once again the G minor tonality portrays the 
cold, harsh background scene. The first stanza of the poem 
ends with a parlando ~etting reminiscent of the recitative 
secco ' style (bars 27 to 32). 
The second stanza of the poem begins ~ith the maiden's 
lament (bars 33 to 46). The music 1S 1n E-flat major, a key 
regarded as sonorous and grave in those days. The agitated 
mood is enhanced by the piano figuration of arpeggiated 
semiquavers moving over a chordal bass line, a device Weber 
commonly used. The vocal line consists of leaps of a down-
ward minor seventh from E-flat to F (bars 36 and 39). The 
" 
word "erstarrt" (frozen) is effectively painted with the 
flattened mediant in the vocal line and a shift to E-flat 
minor (bar 45), a very mournful key. The suggestion of 
~inding the eternal sweet~ess ofa life of love is sung very 
softly to an articulated vocal line in heavily dotted 
rhythm, over an accompaniment in group~.of fast moving 
semiquavers, set to a static harmony of the dominant seventh 
' chord (bars 47 to 52). This arrangement seems to suggest the 
'falseness of the maiden's reliance on the East wind, for the 
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line ,"willst mit mir zum Flammen Ost?" ("Will you go with me 
to the flaming East Wind?") is sung over a prolonged German 
sixth chord which needs a resolution (bars 55 and 56). This 
re,solution is in a sad tone - the tonic chord of G minor. 
The texture of the little bells is heard again, accompanying 
the maiden and the snowdrop to their grave. 
Unlike the two songs discussed above, the arrangement 
of this melody does not depend on repeated phrases or sec-
tions. This ma~ be prompted by the structure of the poem and 
certainly shows Weber's interpretation of it. 
As mentioned ln the beginning of this chapter, Jahns, 
, in his catalogue, designated the form of each song as either 
strophic or through-composed. Certain songs, however, are in 
modified strophic form; some examples follow. 
"Wunsch und Entsagung fl (Desire and Renunciation, 1817) 
is actually a modified strophic setting, not, as Jahns 
suggested, a strophic setting. (Ex. ' 3.20) The fifth stanza , 
is a free varied form of that of the first four stanzas. 
"Weine nur nicht" (Just Do Not Weep, 1818) is in modi-
fied, strophic form, rather than through-composed form as 
Jahns suggests. There are only two places where the first 
stanza differs from the other two. Firstly, the third 
phrase of stanzas two and three is extended to make room for 
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the longer poetic lines. The line in the first stanza takes 
nine syllables, but. those of stanzas two and three take 
fourteen syllables. Then, the rhythm in the beginning of the 
vocal melody of the fourth phrase is also slightly altered 
to suit the words of the~poem. (Ex. 3.21) 
OlDer Jiingling und die Sprode" (The Young Man and the 
Prudish Girl, 1816) is in strophic setting, not, as J~hns 
suggested, through-composed. (Ex. 3.22) There are five 
stanzas. The first bar of stanza one differs from the first 
bar of the other stanzas by one note value: ' a rest preceding 
a semiquaver in the second half of the fourth beat in stanza 
one, but a quaver in the same place for thee rest of the four 
stanzas. Through the remaining five stanzas the music is 
consistent. 
From the songs already discussed ln this chapter, it 
may seem that the choice of setting a poem in a strophic or 
through-composed way, or the mid-way, modified strophic 
structure may be prompted by the poetic structure of the 
poem itself, or it may be the deliberate choice of the 
, composer. Weber demonstrated flexible and artistic settings 
:) for these different kinds of stru~tures. He was faithful to 
his own id~a of allowing the interpretation of the poem to 
mould t "he structure and form of the son_~. 21 It is true that 
his songs with strophic setting outnumber the through-
' composed ones. From 1811 to 1816 Weber set twelve through-
composed songs out of a total of thirty. But from 1817 to 
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1820, he set only three through-composed songs out of a 
total of twenty-three. Out of the twelve through-composed 
songs which he set up to 1816, there are four belonging to 
the Leyel" und Schwert (Lyre and Sword) · series - three from 
Opus 41 and one from Opus 43. Weber ,' s tendency to set 'songs 
in the style of the Volkslied showed unmistakably, beginning 
in 1817. The Leyer und Schwert songs are among Weber's first 
patriotic songs. Stimulated by these works, Weber's turn to 
folksong-style setting becomes very clear. This accounts for 
the very few through-composed songs after 1817. 
The Leyer und Schwert songs, Ope 41, Op.42 and Op.43 
are unique in Weber's song collection. Below are brief 
descriptions of these songs. 
The first song ,of Op. 41 is "Gebet wahrend der 
Schlacht" (Prayer during Battle, 1814). The poem depicts a 
scene of a soldier praying to God for help and protection in 
the battle field. -It is a through-composed song in C minor. 
The unique and consistent piano figuration of the fast 
demisemiquavers, most of the time in ascending and descend-
ing scalic or arpeggiated patterris, played with extremely 
contrasting dynamics (~ then fL) within a short span 
throughout the song, suggests a chaotic battle scene ~ (Ex. 
3.23) However, Weber preferred an alte~nate suggestion. He 
remarked in a letter to Lichtenstein: "In the Prayer during 
the Battle, I must entreat you not to look upon the piano 
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accompaniment as descriptive of a battle-field. I am not 
fond of such musical pictures. What I wanted to express was 
the swelling feeling of the agitated soul praying to Heaven 
during the battle." 22 The vocal line is declamatory, often 
moving in dotted rhythms, exhibiting the anxiety of the 
soldier while he ,utters his earnest pleas to God. There are 
six sections of vocal melody in this song, with each section 
separated by two bars of instrumental interlude. There are 
an introduction preceding the vocal melody and a postlude to 
round up the song. The key scheme is C minor- E-flat major-
G minor- C minor- C major- C minor. The whole song is very 
dramatic. 
The second song of OPe 41 is "Abschied vom Leben" 
(Parting from Life, 1814). (Ex. 3.24) In contrast to the 
previous song, this is through-composed in slow 4/4 time, 
with chordal supp~rt mainly movin$ in triplets. The dying 
soldier 1S ready to surrender his life to God. He is looking 
forward to the welcome into eternal life. The melody 1S 
often in parlando style ~ The key 1S D major, associated with 
triumph and courage, which helps to describe the hope of the 
dying soldier. The harmony is rich in secondary dominant 
chords. The overall key scheme i~ D major-B major-D major. 
The third song of Ope 41 is "Trost_': (Consolation, 
1814). This is a strophic song in 2/4 time and C minor. It 
'anticipates heroic death. (Ex.3.2S) As the instruction at 
the beginning suggests, it is to be sung in quiet parlando 
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style. Again the melody is in heavily dotted rhythm. Every 
two lines of poetry are sung to almost the same tune, with 
only slight alterations made for matching the different 
words in the poem. The accompaniment, supporting the vocal 
line by doubling the melody, does not achieve independence. 
T~e last song of Ope 41, ItMein Vaterland lt (My Father-
land, 1814) is a very patriotic song.(Ex. 3.26) It is in 
2/4/time and G major. The poem consists of five sta~zas; 
, each stanza consists of six lines in 8.9.9.9.8.6 meter with 
a rhyme scheme of ABBBAA. This regular structure facilitates 
modified strophic setting. Each stanza begins with a ques-
tion set to a two-bar phrase in 2/4 time ; andantino tempo 
and in parlando style. This is followed by one bar of in-
strumental music which leads to an aggressive answer, sung 
~ moto or QQrr IDolto fuoco, commencing with the second line 
of the stanza. In order to fit in the words, the melody and 
harmony differ 1n each stanza. Secondary dominant chords are 
effectively used to harmonize chromatic melody. The endings 
of the stanzas are identical except for the last stanza, in 
which the melody drops in downward arpeggiated pattern from 
G' to create a climax. There is ~ postlude of two or three 
bars to end each stanza. The second stanza describes people 
trembling because of the storm and the weeping of the coun-
try~ The tonality switches to G minor key. The third stanza 
announces that in God there are freedom and rescue, and the 
muslc gradually returns to G major. The tonality remains 
constant until the end of the song. The score shows a 
careful marking of dynamics to enhance the different mood 
changes. The dynamic levels range from ~ to Lt. 
The Leyer und Schwert songs also include those of Op.42 
and Ope 43. Ope 42 consists of songs set for male chorus, 
but Ope 43 is a single lengthy work for solo voice and 
piano, lasting 282 bars. 
Ope 43 is entitled "8ei der Musik des Prinzen Louis 
Ferdinand von Preussen" (With the Music of Prince Louis 
Ferdinand of Prussia, 1816). This song was dedicated to 
, Prince Louis Ferdinand, the national hero killed in an 
action in Saalfeld before the Battle of Jena in 1806. Weber 
was his personal friend. The poem was by K6rner. In this 
song Weber quoted musical materials from the Prince's compo-
sition, the F minor quartet. These quotations, which usually 
appear as instrumental interludes, are marked "P.L." in the 
song. For those parts which are based on Weber's original 
ideas, there are the marks "C.M." For those pqrtions show-
ing ideas from both of them, the mark "P.L. und C.M." ~s 
given. (Ex. 3.27) 
This composition is actually a solo cantata. In common 
with many German patriot~c poems, this ~ong expresses ideas 
such as the fight for truth, life and death, and singing in 
praise of freedom. The song can be divided into four big 
sections. Section one (bars 1-66) is in F minor, a key 
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regarded as capable of expressing extreme grief. Section two 
(bars 67-145) is modulatory: from C major, the dominant key, 
to B minor (bars 79-95) and its relative major key - 0 major 
(b~rs ~6-120), and then to B-flat minor (bars 121-145). 
Section three (bars 146-212) begins with D-flat major ' (bars 
146 167), the relative major of B-flat minor, and then to B-
flat major (bars 168-212), the subdominant key of F minor. 
Section four (bars 213-284) returns to F minor. In the first 
issue of this song by Schlesinger, Brentano wrote a . preface 
in the form of a poem in Weber's-name.(Ex. 3. 28) Brentano 
ranked this song as a Schwanensang with high qualities. 23 
There are no other Lieder by Weber written on such a grand 
scale ·. 
The Leyel' und SChr-lel't songs do not form a song cycle 
although they are based on a qollection of poetry. Weber did 
compose one group of songs which can be regarded as a song 
cycle ~ Die Telllper8.DJente beim VerlLlste der Geliebten (The 
Temperaments on the Loss of the Beloved) are four songs 
describing different temperaments in poems by Gubitz; they 
were issued as Weber's Ope 46. (Ex. 3.29) 
IIDer Leichtmlithige ll (Confidence, 1816) is the first 
song. in the song-cycle. (Ex. 3.30) The poet's girl-friend 
Bla~da has left him. He is not worried,-"because he · is very 
confident that he can find more and better girls through his 
full confidence in God. As the last line of the poem says: 
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"nicht denn ein Himmel ohne Frauen, ist die Sonne ohne 
Leicht (for [there is] not a heaven without women, the sun 
without light)". The --song is in D major and in 2/4 time. 
This is a strophic song with five verses set to the five 
stanzas of the poem. At the beginning . of verse three, 'the 
rhythm of the vocal line is slightly altered to fit the 
words. The poem has a meter of 7.8.7.8.7.7.6.7.7.7 and a 
rhyme scheme of ABABACDCDC. To fit the poetic structure, 
Weber used irregular phrases. There are five phrases divided 
into two portions, enhancing the rhyme scheme. The fir~t 
portion begins with a five-bar phrase in D major which is 
answered by a ten-bar phrase modulating to F# minor and 
ending with a half cadence in that key. A five-bar phrase 
returning to D major then follows, serving as a bridge, and 
leads to the second portion, which consists of a six-bar 
phrase and an eight-bar phrase. The second portion is all in 
D major. The sharing of a phrase between the voice and the 
piano is obvious: the second phrase (bars 6-15) begins with 
the piano at bar 6, the third phrase (bars 16-19) ends with 
one bar piano extension and the last phrase (bars 26-33) 
ends with three bars of post-cadential piano extension, 
concluding with sounds imitating a trilling whistle. The 
other verses are treated likewise, and at the very end, the 
voice returns in the last bar singing once more "zu mir" (to 
me) over the trilling whistle at the piano. The lively tempo 
and the rhythm of quavers and semiquavers present the lis-
tener with a vivid picture of an optimistic young man. 
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~I Der Schwermli thige 11 (Me lancho ly, 1816) is the second 
song. (Ex.' 3.31) Irt contrast to the first song, this one is 
heartbroken. In the company of his lover, the poet finds 
heaven~ The loss of the lover means the world is no more the 
poet's, and only in death will he once again find hea~en. 
The poem consists of five stanzas with a poetic meter of 
8.7.8.7 and a rhyme scheme of ABAB. The song is ln 3/4 time 
and in Db major, a key which suggests degenerating into 
grief and unusual feelings. In this song Db major helps to 
bring out the mixed feelings of the poet. 
Weber set the five stanzas to a ternary structure in 
" 
through-composed style. The first two stanzas make up sec-
tion A (bars 1-23). The first stanza is supported by block 
chords played slowly (bars 1-11). The second stanza is set 
to a melody rising slowly and smoothly (bars 12-23). The F-
flat', the flat mediant, at bar 18 is supported by a flat 
submediant chord. This effectively paints a surprisingly sad 
tone. Section B is in recitative ' style in B minor. Christian 
Friedrich Daniel Schobart (1739-91) regarded B minor as the 
key of patience, of calm awaiting one's fate and of submis-
. d·' d' t' 24 Slon to lVlne lspensa lone In this song Schobart's idea 
seems relevant. The fourth and fifth stanza form the reap-
pearance of section A but slightly altered. The tonality of 
the fourth and fifth stanzas is Db major. 
"Der Liebewlithige" (Furious Love, 1816) shows -the fury 
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of the poet. (Ex. 3.32) He berates his lover, cursing her 
for her betrayal and disdain. After pouring out his rage, 
the poet bids his lover a humorous farewell. To relieve his 
rag~, he .,will go hunting and shoot a hare to prepare for a 
banquet. The song is in C minor and in 4/4 time. The poem 
consists of six stanzas, and Weber set them to six verses. 
Verses one to four and six are nearly identical. A declama-
tory four-bar phrase in C minor is followed by two more 
four-bar phrases, murmuring, sung over an agitated triplet 
figure at the p'iano. The former is in C major and the latter · 
is in A-flat major. The piano part vividly expresses the 
poet's stirred-up mind. The last phrase returns to C minor 
and is like a recitative. The codetta is ~ quick, downward 
scalic sweep of semiquavers over almost three octaves and 
ends with a solid, chordal, authentic cadence. Verse five 1S 
sung gracefully to a different melody over a gentle figure 
of arpeggiated notes in groups of quavers. The poet thinks 
that his lover will someday regret her wrong decision of 
leaving him. The last verse is the humourous farewell. Weber 
was fond of using repeated ideas set to different verses, so 
much so that one thinks at first that this may be a strophic 
song. Then a sudden twist to new melody and new texture 
gives surprise and excitement. At this moment one realizes 
that this is a through-·composed song. ' 
"Der Gleichmlithige" ., (Sereni ty, 1816) is the fourth song 
' of the song-cycle. This is a calm, strophic song in the 
gentle key of F major set to eight stanzas of poetry. (Ex. 
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3.33) . After all the excitement ln the firs.t three songs, the 
poet now reverts t6 a calm state of mind. He finally feels 
free of the loss of his lover. The different stanzas tell 
how tiresome and trifling a woman can be. The last stanza 
affirms the relief and comfort of being all alone wit~out a 
woman. There are three phrases ln all. Two three-bar phrases 
are answered by a six-bar phrase and a two-bar coda. The 
melody is tethered and syllabic. It 1S sung in parlando 
style over a chordal accompaniment. 
The four songs form a meaningful whole. They are con-
trasting to each other in expression and structure, and yet 
they are stitched together by a common theme - a person's 
mood. 
There are two other songs set to poems by different 
poets but which bear some similarity in the subject matter, 
although they are not in a song cycle. They are "D.ie ge-
fangenen Sanger (The Captured Singers, 1816)" and "Die 
freien Sanger (The Free Singers, 1816). The former is to a 
poem by Max von Schenkendorf, and the latter by Fr. Forster. 
Together with other songs, they w~re issued as numbers 1 and 
3 of 'Ope 47. 
-. "Die gefangenen Sanger" (The Captured Singers, 1816) is 
a through-composed song. (Ex. 3.34) ~he captured singer is 
compared to a little bir~~ in a cage. The song 1S in 'F major 
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and ternary structure. Section A (bars 1-8) is a three-
phrase period with chordal accompaniment. Section B (bars 9-
15) is a parallel period in C major with groups of semiqua-
vers a~ accompaniment. The third section (bars 16-24) is a 
modified versi·on of section A. It begins in F minor to. 
highlight the grievance ~f the little bird and the singer. 
It ends in F major. Weber carefully enhances the different 
moods of the poem by melodic and harmonic means. 
"Die freien Sanger" (The Free Singers, 1816) is a de-
lightful song. (Ex. 3.35) The little bird hops in the wood 
just as the singer's heart hops in his breast. Living with 
love lS a free and happy life. The singer wants his heart to 
fly like the little bird. This lS a strophic song in A maJor 
set to three verses of poetry. The plano introduction hops 
in quavers like the heart-beat. The vocal melody, which 
appears as a two-phrase period, is heavily dotted ( }. J ). 
The piano interlude between the verses rises upwards in a 
dotted, arpeggiated pattern symbolizing the little bird 
flying freely and fluttering its wings. The harmony is 
simple, and the song hardly modulates. This is a typical 
song in folksong style. 
There are a · few of. Weber's Lieder which were composed 
for plays. "Uber die Berge mit Ungestlim~'. (Over the Mountains 
with Impetuosity,· 1811), "Rase, Sturmwind blase," (Blow, the 
'Raging Stormy Wind, 1811), "Lass mich schlummern, Herzlein, 
schweige" (Let Me Sleep, Little Heart, be Still,1811) and 
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"Umringt vom MutherfUllten Heere," (Surrounded by the Coura-
geous Armies, 1811) are songs composed for a play Der arme 
Hinnesinger (The Poor Minn~singer) by August von Kotzebue. 
The last-named song is for solo voice and male chorus. 
"Bach, Echo, Kuss 11 ( River, Echo, Kiss, 1818) is a song for 
Friedrich Kind's play Der Abend am Waldbrunnen (The Evening 
by the Forest Springs). These songs were popular in Weber's 
day. It is a fact that the Germans liked to extract songs 
from operas or plays to sing. Likewise, some solos from in 
Weber's own operas were published alone with accompaniment 
arranged for piano or guitar. Examples include "Brautjung-
fernlieb" (The Bridesmaid's Song) from Der Freischiitz, the 
arias fIlch gebe Gastereien," (1 Give Parties) and "Wird 
Philomele trauern " (WillPhilomela Grieve) from the opera 






According to Jahns' Catalogue, Weber composed sixty-
five songs from 1810 to 1820'-. Six have been lost. 
Achim von Arnim, "Von Volksliedern" in the appendix to 
. Des Knaben Wunderhorn by Clemens von Brentano and . 
Achim von Achim (1805), quoted in _~inda Siegel, HUS1C in 
. Gel"man Romantic Li tel'atul'e: a Collection of. Essc:ys., 
Reviews and Stories, (Novato, CA: Elra Publlcatl0ns, 
1983), p. 203. 
For discussions concerning folk songs and songs in folk 
style see Siegel, Music in German Romantic Litera.ture, 
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pp. 41 - 44. 
See also WaIter Wiora, Das Deutsche Lied: zur Ges-
chichte und Asthetik einer musikalischen Gattung, 
(Wolfenblittel and Zurich: M5seler Verlag, 1971), pp. 
119 - 133. 
See also He inr ich W. Schwab', Sa.ng"barkei t~ Popular i tiit 
und Kunstlied: Studien zu Lied und Liediisthetik del' 
mittleren Goethezeit 1770-1814, (Regensburg: Gustav 
Bosse Verlag, 1965), pp. 85 - 136. 
See also J. W. Sme?d, German Song and its Poetry 1740-
1900, (London: Croom Helm, 1987), pp. 20 - 37. 
(4) Please see Chapter Two for a more detailed description 
of the sources of these songs. 
(5) Ideas of key characteristics in Weber's time, unless 
otherwise noted, are based on Rita Steblin, A History 
of Key Charactel'istics in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth 
Centuries, (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1983), 395p. 
(6) From Georg Kaiser, ed., Siimtliche Schriften von Carl 
11al'ia. von Weber (1908) quoted in Siegel Music in German 
Romantic Literature, p. 44. 
(7) Steblin, A History of Key Characteristics, Chapter 7, 
pp. 103 -134. 
(8) 
(9) 
See also Wiora, Das Deusche Lied, pp. 126-128. 
In a score obtained from the British Library ' (Peters 
Edition), bar 6, last semiquaver, there is a clash of 
G# in the accompaniment with G in the melody. This 
seems to be a printing mistake, either of the accompa-
niment or of the melody, more likely the latter. The 
chromatic movement in the right-hand part of bar 7 may 
serve as a clue. 
See Jahns, Cal'l Mal'ia. von Weber 1n seinen Werken, p. 
. 158. 
(10) See the discussion of these two songs at the beginning 
of this chapter. 
(11) See Chapter Two for a discussion of poems and poets 
found in Weber's songs. 
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(12) ,The AABA or AABA' structure is a variation of the Bar 
Form which is characteristic of Minnelied. For more 
discussion of ' Hinnelied see Gustave 'Reese Music in the 
Middle Ages, (New York: W.W. Norton, 1940~, pp.231-236. 
See also a reproduction of l1innelied-Vil siiese waere 
minne ("Walter"s ' Kreuzlied") adapted from C. BilkIer, 
Untel'suchungen zu den Helodien Wa.l thers von der Vogel-
weide, quoted in Alec Harman, Medieval and Early ' Ren-
aissance l1usic, New edition, (London: Barrie & Jenkins, 
1988), p. 79. 
(13) In the score published by Schlesinger, there is a 
printing mistake in bar 5. The G in the treble stave of 
the accompaniment shbuld be G#. 
(14) In the score published by Schlesinger, ,there is a 
printing mistake at bar 22. The rhythm of the last beat 
in the treble stave should ,be either Ffl 
or J:F=3 . Judging from the spacing of the notes, I 
think the correct verSlon should be ~ 
(15) From a letter dated 13th August 1815, "Carl Maria von 
Weber to Freiedrich Wieck, Leipzig" quoted in Piero 
Weiss, compiler and editor, Letters of COlnposers 
through Six Centul'ies, (Philadelphia: Chilton Book 
Company, 1967), p. 181. 
(16) See H.J. Moser, The German Solo Song and the Ballad 
(K6In: Arno Volk Verlag, 1958), pp. 80-83. 
(17 ) According to J~hns (J157), the autograph to this sonS 
is unknown. The poet of this poem is also unknown. 
Since no reliable source is given for the original 
format of the poem, a proof of my hypothesis is impos-
sible. 
(18) In the recording issued by L'Oiseau Lyre, sung by 
,Martyn Hill, the accompaniment played on the fortepiano 
vivdly describes the sound of a bapp playing eagerly. 
(19) Se~ J~hns, Carl Haria van Weber 2n 5einen Werken, (J. 
159) . 
(20) See J~hns, Carl Haria van Weber in seinen Werken, (J. 
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267) . 
See also Max Degen, Die Lieder von Carl Haria von 
Weber, Ph. D. 'Dissertation, (University of Basle, 1923, 
Fre iburg, 1923), p. 66· 
(21) See note 14 above 
(22) From Max von Weber: Carl Haria von Weber, Vol. 1, p~ 
359. 
(23) The third line of Brentano's poem says "Dass ein Schwa-
nensang hier hohen Ranges (That here is a Swansong of 
high quality)". 
(24) See Steblin, A History of Key Character,istics, p. 124 
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(Love Song, 1817) 
Liebeslied. 




1. Ich hab' mjr eins er - wah -let, c'in Sehu.tzchen, das ~ ge-
2. Die Leut' thun oft - maIs sa - gen, du hatt'st ei - nen An - dcrn 
3. Glaub' picht den fal - schcn Zun -gen, die mir und djr nichts 
4. Und wennichdann wiedcl'um kom-me, vor Freu-den mcin Her-ze zer-
11 U H. ~ .---...... ~ 
tJ fll P und D 
-,}-I f" FI . .... 1 
1. fa t; 1st hlibsch fein, von Tu - gend so rein; fein 
2. lieb: drum gIaub' ieh cs nieht, bis dass es ge - sehlehtj mein 
3. gOIl. - nen; 'bIeib' ehr - lieh ~d fromm, bis dass ieh wie - der-komm'; drei 
4.springt. Dein' Au 
-
ge - 1ein k1ar, dein schwarz-brau-nes Haar vcr -
Il uH. 
u :f T :::: " ~ -'=: .,. 
LI L l 
~l: 
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~u H. ~ 
-
tJ ~ fI r r -.' ~. 
1. ta - pfer und ehr-lieh sieh ' halt. 
2. Her - ze bleibt im - mer ver- gniigt. 
3. Jah- re ge- hen bald her - urn! I 
4. gnu - gen mieh tau - send - mal! 
Il u H. ,..~ 
: 
tJ -j- .... .,. .... U r 
t1 I 
: 
L.----l I V I 
Edition Peters. 7148 








ich ein Voglein war" 
Were a Little Bird, 1817) 
,,':Venn feh ein"\loglein 'vfir?" 
Volksllcd. 
Anuante con mato. Op. 51l-. 1\96. 
cin Vog _ kin w;ir' und audl zwci Fliig _ Jcin h ;itt', 
gIcic.h wnit "on dir, 
lell. 
bin doch im Schlaf' bci dir 
.. 
fIQ? ~ I r' "#:f I ~~ I ~---l I '. ~ I V :11 p=- I 
flog' iell Zll. dir; wcil's a. _ her nicht kmm sein, bleib' ieh all 
-
hier. 
und red' mit dir; wenn ich er 
-
wn, - chcn ' thu', bin ich aI 
-
lein . 
(j I I 
-
I{ft ~. t.J ..... ... :..1- 4- -; . ~ 
i-rv-S r1 
~- ~ 
I - I 
~~H F I ~~G ~---f::==j . p , 
!l. E::; Ycr- gcht kcin' Stwld' in del" :\acht, dot mein Her - ze nicht er _ wac111., 
(j ~ 
I~/. 
~ rI I 
--r--
-




I ~ I 
Edition Peters . .. 714H 
.~ ~ 
C~~--------------~·l 




. "Tiegenlied . 
C. 1". Hicnll!r. 
Andante con moto. ·Weber, Op. 13. N<'> 2. 
Con tenerezza 
'F -~~ I ~ ~ I !j~ 
-=ti J)~;o;t§ f- :-=p ~-SPr' J 
1. Sehlo.f~ Hor - zens - sohn- chen, mein Licb- ling bist du! 
2. Jctzt noch, mcin Piipp - chon, ist gOl- de - no Zeit, 
3. En - gel yom Him - mel, so liob- lieh wio du, Itt==,u:mt gl= 
1. Al - les ist 
2. Stcl - lon erst 
3. Sp5. - ter z\\"~r 
4. Sei cs so 






ru - hig, ist 
Sor - . gen urn's 
stei - gen sio 





nim - mer 
la. - cheln 
























1. schlo.f' nur, ich weh - re dio_ Filo - gon di1'_ ab. 
2. Herz - chen, do. schliift sich's 50_ ru - hig nicht mehI'. 
~gg 
3. 0. - ber sic trock - non nur Thdi, - non dir_ ab. 
'~I . i ~I 
Edition Peters. 
C:. ---- p.A.C. - q:. p.~ .c... 
Ex. ~.5 
G 1-: S ,\ r\ G , 













- ,=.:::J_~ 'J ' 
11 (' rl 1I11'i n li "r! 









~ .... ~ 
lllt4U nc dich, 




:;,...::=: .... ;:;rs---t 
I' V 
Du Lc bcn nei • bCI .i ,' h, und Lum 
~ 




V; 2 , 
GOII! Olein COlt, c,hHllle dich 
~t i ! d c' • a 11 flu n d ./; 11 ;i .t il)l i r h 
' F 'uhr iho cin Lur F.\\ib\.;cil . 
\' ; 4-, 




wit' "': r nidl.lend ~Ul'h di, Zl,jl. 
t-.. .~ ~ 
==r:: 
.l--
.~. .'-~-.--+ -:: 
r, f 1tr'- r 
"-. 
• r t\ 
J I 














J~ r -d. 
V: 3. 
Had, :nein rfad erhebe dich" 
nenn dein Opfcr is! Cr' '.'I:ihl, 
\" ; 5. 
MUlh nll'in Muth, um.ch\\'l.'be .... ich . 
HlulUcn ~ind lum I\rant b'crt'iht, 
1.1 dai !ilcrben audl nit-hi weit. 
Schllll' rr mein Srhllll'rz, 0 nl' i!)c dit' h, 
" 







(My Darling lS is hubsch" Pretty) 1818) 
,,~lein Schatzerl is hiibsch." 
SehI' lebhuft. 0 ~L1L~ t: o::::::t'j '" ~ . p. 6'/9 I. 1?-~~~~ ~
L ~lcin Schatzcrl i::; hiib::;ch; u,_ bel' rcich is ('t. nit! '\';IS 
2. Mcin Schatzcrl i:; frolllm, i::; so her - zig, so gut, Hnd 
t"';\ 
. nit·; Schon bin i nit, reich bill i wohl, 
dcr ~tuth! Dl'lun gilt's mi mehr. al::; al.lcsGold, 
r." /1I.s1ilgYIJldo 
dl't'i Hn - f,7.cn ab, das::; i grad zwolf 
stets bci ihm bHeb', \~';ir's rrii Unl 
----~ 




Ex. 3.7 11 Bet t lerl ied 11 
(Beggar's Song) 1812) 
G tl\ T .\ H 1\ E. 
l'I.\.\OFOI\TE. 
)_1\ ~ ~ ~ l. ~ -
~. 
(:.1 ..; 
.I ~ .. \!t..-'" ,;;;- .::::-
Hall _ Ill, Hhtln~1 \Ill r 11 lIIul bllyriHh t:III, ".011'11 a ilia I lll~ sI i l! s eyll, bayrisch, bayrisch, baYl'isch 









- ~ 1 I 1 I j t\ 11 I j 
~ :.r ~ = ;: = .[/.-i. 
.r.., 
;; 
." • ~ . jjII 
~ ~ . . I· I 
1'. .., ~ 
.". tr-." -
--
}, ." It~ 
---
.f.l'~ '> Mf7+±SfHf# H~ f I § E ;::..,., 
.;. 
Ill,s Sc:h\llz'~lIs ~t;i~c1I.la 
Thlll IlIil' j.!l!r"lla, 
:.:. i I' h,' i S:'I'. I . (; 1'1\ I cia, 
i !.ichl IlIi!'h \·III' · ."lliI, . 
S t: h c 11 " I 1\1 iI'll III a I bit Y r is\. h C Ill, 
Woll'lI iI IlIlil 1"~li!! :HI)' 11 61c, 
JI i 11 I C 1" III D 0 r r, I 11 d C III S " 1\ rI , 
Ballrt:1I Ihll droscha, 
~riirl\d 
. . 11 C 11\: C 1'. 
Sri, clIl\1 
hal's lICI'I vt:ruralllll, ' 
Ill").!':; , . 1.~S~hi" 
11111' iI \11 a I LIIJl'iHh 







g r Ii I" ch IUI' f: c1~ 11 1\ \I r d 11 & L 1\ 11 d, 
W 1\ 11 c 11 W 11 S k illl r iI, 
~luill Wllib guilt i'n di~ S.llIrll, 
1 U I " i u' d It rail 1\11 a , 
Hilul!l\ ~II Sloe" ill ,lcl' Hand, 
M ii s sell hI'li \' . I a 11 r iI , 
SChlll\~;\ IIIIC iI 111111 h.II),l'il'och CIII, 
" W n 11' 11 it III 11 \ III :' I i r: 11 " Y 11 1'\ c , 
._ PkrO-~e.. <;TrLtc,IlA,. .... e....:.. 
; WIIII ~IU I!rbctltlll h"I, 
T 11 11' i \' 0 "11 U 11 r It , 
Schullkt 11111' lA 111;.1 bayrillch etu, 
WO\1'1I " 111111 I":ili~, ..... ·)'11 cl" 
~ ~ . b , 
fI~~~~11 
















"Heimlicher Liebe Pein" 
(Secret Pain of Love, 1818) 
Heinllicher Liebe Pein. 
Volkslicd. 
Op. 64. N9 a. 
~-=# Einfach und anspruchs}os, mit gcprcsstcm Geflihl vorzutragcn ~ 
==t -"f--rr-j 
v 
1. Mein Sehatz, 
r ilst iuf der die Wan 
- der- sehaft hill, ieh 
~-r~~~ 
2. Als ieh nut mei-nemSchatz in die Kir- - ehe wollt' gchn, viel 









v ~ y . ... / 




v y ~ T. ~r 
Ei - ne red't 1es,P ~e 2. fal - sehe, fal- sehe Zungen un- ter der Too - re stellnj die 
a. fal- sehen, fal-sehcn Zungen a- ber noeh viel meM; kein Feu - er auf Er- den,aeh, 
I-O-H-









-u I 1 11 I r. v 
1. liegt in gu - ter Ruh, drum bring' ieh mei - ne Zeit so trau - - rIg zu. 
1'1 U I l f.'. 
-HI 
F{r,) 
. I V ~ I -y r U I I 
') An - de - re red't das, das maeht mir gar oft die .xug - - lein nass. 
"". 
a. brcnnt 3.1 - so heiss, als heim - li - ehe Lie - be, die Nie-mand nicht weiss.' 
Il .u f.'. 
: 
tJ ~1iJ: 1f , ~ -& H~ :g 
f.'. 
: 
7J :t -~ 4 
Edition Peters. 
Ft BAr 8' 
1I~~~~~4J 




U r V , , I r 






lleb - ;tcr 
I 
herz -
- Schatz, ich bit 
-
te . noch eins, du 
f:i:1t=::= Q 
u ~tt .... "U" 
~: 
~-H· I '" I.. 
u , TJ, TI 7 1 T) Tt -,tl 
4. ha-ben michge-zwui1gcnzu ei-nem eh'-lichenMann, zu ei-nem eh'-li-ehenMann, den ieh 
u y 7t. TI 





-Age - Hebt! 
n 
- r be- trlibt! 4. nicht Das macht nliI' ja mein Herz so 




lie - - bet hab'. · 5. ktih - le Grab, die - weil iell dich so treu - lieh . ge -
Il ~ 17\ 
: 
u ~.~ :1} ~ f7 Kit :g: , 
(.\ 
~~-
7J ~ . 7f ~ 





(Little Flower of M ay. 1811) 
l\1ayenblumleln 
von Ekschlager 
M i t D c g 1 c it u n g cl erG u ita r reo cl er cl es Pia n 0 fort c. 
lVo.3 . . 
G e san g. 
G II ita r re. 
Pianoforte. 
:l 
Mayenbliimlein 50 !ufJ 
Sind aller Lie!> gewifs, 
Draufscn im Garten 
Von alien Arten, 
nIullIlcin in COIrten und \Vic,e 
Keine 80 lieb sind als diCJc. 
' ph.~ cz>ty(,(..ct-~:. 
--.-.-~------.------------.---.-.- -.. - ._ .... _ ... .. _ .. 
5 
Mayenbliimlein so jung . 
Scid noch nicht grofs gcnung, 
Mii[~t cuch bCl\luhcn 
\VlIellsen und bliihen, 
nIiillllein ouf duftigt:r \Viesc 
Keinc '0 jung sind :Us wesc-
4 
Mnyenbli.irnlcin 60 still 
lell hald Ilich pfluckcn will, 
PlIuckcn fur ellle, 
Die ir.1! wo hi meinc; -
t'lUgdlcin ~ehn viel auf der Wieso, 
EinLig gefiiJ..lt mir nur cUe.e. 
c~ p.A- t. 
7 
I11-11 
Ex. 3.10 "Minnelied" 
(Love Song, 1813) 
34 
Miunelied. 
Grazioso. e con moto. 
~ Ope 30. NQ4. . ~.~ H >- >-
U I I' l' 
.. I' _1' 1. Der Hold - se - 11- gen son - der Wank sing' ich froh - li- chen 
2. in- nig-llch min- nc-wund! Gar zu min-nig-llch 
3. son - ni-gen Veil-ehcn- au' glanzt der won- ni-gen 
4. Wan - gc-lcIn lieh- tes Roth hat kein En - ge-lein, 
t1 ~ li I $.i I I I 
u .. . .... 
p >- >-
L1 "t: .. • • ~: .. 
;;SI L 1 J I 
!l U H 
f-I(- -fl . 
U r . ''It.. r r r 
1. Min - ne-sang; denn dlO Rei- ne,_ die !ch mel - ne, winkt mir 
2. dankt ihr Mund, laeht so gruss-lieh,_ loekt so kuss - lieh, dass mlr's 
8. Au- gen Blauj friseh und rUnd - chen _ blUht ihr Mund - ehen, gleich der 
4. so mir Gott! Ei- a, sass ieh __ un - ab - Jas - sig bel der 
~~H 
~ ., . .... 
rn-: .iJ . • 
l J I 
Il U rt ~ 
If..r-
IU 
1. lleb - . li - chen 
2. bebt in des 
3. knos - pen-den 












Ha - be - dank. 
Her-zens Grund. 
Ros' im Thau. 
bis zum Tod! 
... 
.. • .... 
• . 




L....J l -I J 
>-




_l-T. "*:. -. 
---------
:::- . 




2. Ach, bin 
a. Gleich der 
4. rh - rer 







c.kJ~ p.p..c • 
11I-12 
Ex. 3.11 "Die fromme Magd" 
(The geritle mai~) 1818) 
56 
Die frolnme Magd. 
BIlrtholomaU6 Ringwald. 
Con moto. Ope 54. N91. 
!1 ~ t\ ~ 
u 
'---'" 
I ~ I I 
1. Ei-ne from-me Magd von gu - tern Stand geht ill - rer Frau - en 
2. Sio tragt und bringt kein' neu- e Mahr~ geht still In 
3. Sio ist a.uch mun - ter, hur- tig, frisch, ver - brin- get 
4. Sie hat da - zu ein' fein' Ge - berd', halt al - les 
Il~ I I I 
V I . 
... !l 
11 ~ }, 
- ~ ' .... ' I I J v 1. fein zur Hand,halt Schussel,Tlsch und Tel 
-
ler weiss, zu ili - rem 
2. Ar - beit her, ist treu und el - nos keu - sehen Muths, und thut den 
3. scha! - te risch, und halt's der Frau - en wohl zu gut, wenn sIc urn 
4. an dem Hcerd,ver',\-<lhrt das Feu - er und das Licht, und sehl ummert 
11 ~ , 
v qf r-'Jt ... 
. I 
I I 
1. Frau- en 
2. a.l - les 
Edition Peters. 













I rll"'-' I I ~ 
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ih - rer 
ihr Ge -


















"Ich empfinde fast ein Grauen 
Horror, 1818) (I Feel a 
io GEJ.AIIRIlEI'I'. 
r. chen.l i !;, and dcrh. 
N~ 4. 
, 
pfinclc ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e§~~~~~~~~~h~i~n~' ibe~-~-~.~e.~.~.e~n~~Uj'~hier~~~~~r~.~e'~I~" I~~ GNUcn dauich Ph.lo fur und fu'r. 
\VOJU .Ii~oel .h. SllItlicre.n .' 
linterdc:uco l~ufl Jer U~ch 
Ehe wir ea iODe ,\erd~n ' 
Auf ~eio lctltea Eod~ , hin . 
ll~DD lculnmt oboe .Gei,Vlt uod SinD 
Die,e. Allel iD die Erdc ~ • 










-Il chn. und die Fi _ H;her Nd _ ze 
I 
, 





,.v:3 . . .~ 
N i mlu den Kru!;.und fiillc \Vein; 
,AI le. '1'r ~ ucrn Le,id uod KId!:)cn 
,'Vie "ir MenlChen' f:ib lich haben 
Eh cler Strom uns fGl'tbenfft 
\Vill ic:h in deal IUHen Sa ft. 
Dcn ·die 'fraubc !;iebl, bCl)rabcn • 
Ilel.leD . 
-r---'I , 
.,. , , 




, ~ebau:c , our d~ •• ni . hI. bchrh:hl 
'·, .J~""r lIi~b die ll.-tkr •• hO~CD 
.. ;> Dc:r bc:i Icin.'ol G,.\.l ur.d Sch':iIICD 
" Tolle li,ch .,ILI Itr ~ "l.' n pflegt 
. Un,d ' !liehl •• tt ILl licltc le6 1 




~ ~ I,. 
-
. 
,- --.,....;.... ~ 
~-
'I: 5, 
'~ i lle me.in~,!:)ulc lI .. ~Jcr 
Au~ .~(u'iil, uad 8':1f riD G loll' 
Kdn Din!) .c,hid;t , k h dun"t lDieh. h ~ •• 
AI,' ein 'fr~ .Dlc uod l~ule LieJ.' r 
El .0 hay ieh edit" W!:io 
Will 'mll ADdero In,db .ey" 
\Vcon ich ' ~leieh all.in lllU.S ItL'rben, 





im Thale ': 
the Valley, 1817) 
Das Veilchen nu Thu.le. 
Fr. Kind. 




L Ein Tha.le, " er 
-




2. Willst se - hen, im kal - ten ~roos 
a. Dils pflUeken, ein llIild~ res ThaI 
/1-. Wie schmUr.kte! Das Veil- chen su}.'s 
It~ , so duf 
-
tig und so blau ist kcin's mehr nuf 
hen'! Komm llIit in mild'. rcs Thul, 
<:kp.n', und dunk - ler schien sein ' mau 
te ini sii 
-
ssen Lie • bes -
L ' '-\\1. Still g-u<:kt es nus dem Moo - 'sc, in sei -nem gold. ncn Schoo - sse 
2.5tmhl! Sollst dort in lau . cI'n Zo • nen in Blu.ml'n.hii .. gdn woh . neD, 
3 . Au! Cnd \'on d\!s Bu . sellS Klo • pfen eot· fiel des Thau.es Tro • pfl'n; 
4. an. ' Im Sitz ' dCI' Len • zes. \Ut' • te yerhaucht es sei • ne DUI" . te 
, ~ ~~ ~ ~ ------=:::-::-. 












If " (1 -. .~ ;*!' 
..". -t 
miss'. l)'!r E del· stein. 
ew'. ger Friih. ling ",ehL 
I'eich.stc' Di. a· munL 
stnl'b im schon. stcn '111a1. 
~
0.- b C ~I 
~~~ ,:fl 










Ex. 3.14 "Lied 
(Song 
der Hirtin" 
of the Shepherdess, 1818) 
I'.!." ,~ 
' )i';l:C" Lci mir',der lIirl terri ' wcidcn 
, \\;'~':Ich 'cr jedcn I"reis g-ewlnnt , 
50'\1' i'ch drum' die Fluren meidell 
\\:o :dic besten Triflen sind,? ' 
;\a~h ihm sehcn 
}(~nn ich ja m,it leiehlem nliek 
0 : \~:i C b;.1 d ' i s I d as " !; cs eh c hen 
nf~ibl 'das ,\ug"do~h ' nit'hl zuriieL: ,' 
\h~n die" ,\faicn ~ri.in ~ich kleidcn >' 
Und ~clo~t dic ' lJuelle ',rinnt 
5 ' 
sint;t cr, aueh \"on Liebeslcidcn 
E i ~l a n s t i r 1 t .. n i e h t so ': g- c s ch\\' i n ~ 
Aber' ~amen einzus,chneiden 
Jst doeh ,~arlieh kei,ne, Surid 
, "Iaicilg 10 eken . 
Fiieht 'cr drum,naeh'rnir den nli~k 
Und dils Kranzehen in : den , L~cken 
Kel;r'ich manehmal ' '':,01.1 zuruek 
\\"enll die ,)(aien grun ':: sich k I"id,cn 
L'lId , gelosf die Quellc rinnl . ' 





, ~ ~:'ai;;; : 'i' ch schon die f"lur nichtrneidcn , 
w.:o":'dic :' be~i~ Trift ' sieh findt , ; 
7.~;: ~~r t '~:~ 'U 'd~i' scinen ' E id en " 
G' ~~'5s'e ' D 'a~ek! ieh hin kcin Kind j 
Se i n ~ G r,ij ss c 
,; L6hW, Ich, ,'wohl mil halLcm nlick :;: :' , 
.. ~ . " . A bC"r< ,~. i r 'ri ~" :~. ;.: : .~~ ch ' n\ i r .K u ss c .,' : .. 
, \\"c'r'r ich kcirien ihm , zudick ' , " ';,,, 
, \\' ~" i ~ cl i e: ,\1 'a le n g r ii ns i ch , k I c i cl c n 
~:: " ' U.ncf g·cl~·st ' d'ic Qucllc ',rinnt . . 
6,, ' . 
LicLe ' Namen , c'inzusch"neiden' . 
1'flcgl 'ja gcrn '"wcr h~ff' und minn', 
"I~gen ' mich 'die Sc~\\'cslern ncidcn , 
sic sind ,doch . mir glc{cn gesinnl ' 
Mag e's ',damrnern . ' .. ,' .,.. . 
Erst h'eim Iczten Sonnc,nblick , - • 
Kehr'ieh mit d cn ,ycissc~' : Larnmern " 
Xa:ch' ocr ' MUlt~rha~s" zuriick · " , . 
,,"cnn 'd ic' Maien grun ;::'s'ich · kleide~ 
und geI~sl die Qucll~ rinnt. 
L.J 
D, C', 01.1 Scgno, 
.y, i ' .• ·•· 
, : E i ''':, e r ~ t r a'u t ~ ','fa ri n erE id en , 
, : :'~, si,c Hr'wehn \Vie Luel ~nd : \\"ind I 
. 'D.cshalb bi~~" :' ich ' ~ imm('r 1"i<l('1I .-
, '.,' j s t cl c r 11 i q f i.i r m i eh n i dll L I in cl • 
, 'vcr k3nn wchrcn 
: ':;' :'~i~e'm :unschuld \ol)en 111 ick : 
: :. :zu ocr Xutt('r' I.chrcn ' 
' ,;. ~ Ko m;n i c h Z.c i t· g c ~ ut z u r ii c k 
~ " ~':'\\'cnn tiic .. ." t'~I~'n : grun sich 'Ucidcn 
'Cnll ' ~clu;.1 die Quelle rinn! . 
,7 · 
Mogen mich . die Sehw'cstern "neid~n, 
, J c ,le'. " war, i h In ho Id ,:; IJ n d. I in d 
", Sollt'ieh,·on-- de.r; ' Flurcri sehci'dcn, 
\\'0 ' die bes.ten T'rirtcn ' sind ? 
, sc'inc',Liec!cr': . .'.' ... , , ' 
n cid' ~r" ;'(~ ~ 'g- en s'on'ne " , ~: I i cl:,' ; " , 
l\or ich durch die' niischc wicdcr· 
11 n d ~I a m u s sic h . i ~ , .z u r ii c k' :' , ' , 
\\,cnn' die " ~laicn ,'g-riin sieh ' klciden· ·· 
Und g' c1o~1 die ' Quelle ' rinlll 
..... ~ ,. . '. 
" ; \-\i IlK Lwl..aj 
tL Cl bb' cL' c.od~ II:~~~.--:p-..~~ :Ir 
<=t:. ~: H·e. ~:.p.f}.c.. C:.p.~t. BM~r,~,c ~~P.A(',' ~~t... 
III-16 
Ex. 3.15 "Elfenlied" 
t 
(Elf Song, 1819) 
Elfenlied. 
F. L.Kalloegh:sser. 






~Iit- tcr - naehtj 
und wo's gliinzt, 
sit. - sse Feci 
tu Jl1m'lc mich auf c1cr Hai - - dc, 
zic - het mieh Ilat:h - zu - schwci - fCIl, 





Hus~h - kiitz - ·chcn, mci _ . ne_ 
uild denk' · ieh's nUJi zu __ 




hiipft \Uld fla-c1{crt und l~\(:ht. 2. Es 
hin ist das hol - de Ge - spcnst. a. Aeh, 
bit - te dich, Elf - chen, I r--2-----------.1 1 .. 
ich bit - te did), Elf - ehen,' ~t('h'! 
Edition Peters. 714H 
; hirod"'Tt~ et b c. Oc(£l 
J ~JI:  ~ ~Il ~ 1, 






















































































































































Sillll ~'5 Sdll1WrZ~'II. 
!:iiJlll 
L':5 Frl'lI-dcn, 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ich, nU" gii 
_
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Ex. 3.18 "Reigen" 




4~ Allegro .5. Op 30 NO 
~4 
1 
Jt~ ~ ~ >- ~ >-
7f I"" 
-~Ii. 
tJ I T" .. - ~ .. .... 1 •• v 
marcQ,to ff 







u .. ~ 
...... -
. 
.r -,- . .. Sagtmir an, was schmunzelt ihr? Schlcbt ihrs au! das Kirmesbier, dass lch so vor 
Il~ ~ . r---. I 
u .. 
" 
.. .. ..,...,.~ ~ ... ..,. ..,. ~..,...,. 









• ~ ~ 
u 
Frcuden krahc und a~f el-nem Bein mich drc-he? y I Schurken urn und urn! 
. ~-~ ~ ~ >-.bH~ 
u .,..,.-1-
-:;t: • ---..... ff >- .ff 
1*-' 
.' • ~H~ -~ ~ : 
-






u r . .. .. . -
• .. Kommt die schmuckc Bindc-rin cuch dcnn gar nlcht in den Sinn, die mlch wirft mlt bQJt 
-u 





~~ _h f :::.- :::.-
~~+-f'I..!. 
u 
Ha.-scl- ~liss~n und dann schrcit: ,,r~h will nlcht klissen!" [0 sold .. Nun, fhr dumm! 




.. ., t. ~ .. f fh 1 : 
.. .~ 
-
r r ~ 
~u l l , 
U .(.. .. .. .. .. 
Die-son Strauss und dlescn Ring schenk- te mir da.s kleine Ding! Seht, s10 horcht! Komm 
,1U 
-
lif :-t- .. .. .,..,. -J- ....... .." .. -t ..,. ~ .. 
..... ~.''';-11!. 
- r r 
t1u .LA 
n(-
u r: ' r.! r .. rui dum, her, mein Engel, tanz e
' 




u G~ ~ -,,~ +--- .. .:!!..~ ~G - ...- -..., 
---
::::::. 
I .J.. 1 1 I I - J J.. J J.. 1 I I I 
.. 
.1 r 1 r 
Edition Peter', 7148 
111-23 
_t1~ L ff ~ 
I~ r r r r .. ,..../ -, • -.: du-del di- del, du-del di- del, du-del di-del dum! Fied-Ier, fie-delt nicht so lahm: 
~u 
- >-
i~ ~ .. ti ~ +--- .. :U W~ "1. ":' ~ 
-





t1u l l- t 
... 
tJ ... n .. 







'!" Iq"*"- !!!-" T~ +- ~ ::> ~ 
r.;.~~. >-
--- --- - -
..-
---J r J I J : 
I I r I 
~;U p >- >-
tJ J ., ., . ., 
Polnisch muss hiibsch lustig gehn, dass die Rocke hintenwehn! 
~ ~ .. )r:::::- ,~ ~ ~> 




-LL.LJ I : I J I 
· ~u f l ~ l >-
tJ .. ·:;tl . . ~. r y -y -r -, y .f r 
War~ Ichwerd'euch mal kuranzcn! Mcint ihrTrodler, Baren tanzen iller am Seil her - urn? ~lS ., - """-
-v .. ~ ., . ;~scen1° . -- ~. ......... ~ 
....... 
-
~ ... .+ :(!:..~ +. .. ~·H~ j: 
---." ~ 












I I I I I T IT 1 T 1 T 1 I I I I J 1 J 1 T 1 T 
Il~ ,... >- l >- >- >-
u r .. 
Il~ 
IIol-ss'a, lu-stig! Nun komm her! un-ten, 0- ben, kreuz und quer, 
..- I , 
t.J ~ • • ~ -li .. .. .. .. I >- >- >- >-
--
-
":"1--..>- .. ,. ~ ,. ~ ,. 
: 
I I I I I ~ 
.' 
I I . I 
r1~ P ff 
~ u r .. • . .. • r - r" 
lass uns Arm in Arm verschranken und an unsern BrauUanz denken! Heissa rund her- urn! 
Il~ ~,... 
it) ".,..,. .. -t .... ., .., ..... .. .,. ... ~ ":" P >-,i 11] .r-, I r I1 J ,....-,. I .;.. n 
: 
r r r r f r -r r T r r r · r f r r I r 
Il~ 
u 




.fJ' ...--::-- --.. .-:::- ~ 
I I I 1 IT 1 T 1 1 -I 1 I I 1 I I I 11 I I I I 
MI p l 
tJ r .. .. '-- ...... - -,/", +' T 
Ha.,wic schon das Hackbrett summt und der aI-tc Brummbass brununt! 
Ilu-.Fr ~ ------.>- >-
.., 
.. .,.~ --f .,. ... .,. 7~ ,,:,,~ . 1 .+ :f I() 
r-?- 1J I 1 ] J1 I ~~ ~ 




J1J~ >- >- >- >- ff 
U ... :;tl .. . .. r r r 
l1J~ 
Ha,wie drchnsich rings ohn' En-de Hut' und Hauben, Thiir und Wande! Du-del di-del, 
U ... :;t. ... scmpre~~ 
.... j I j ~t: 
-










IU ~~ ~ T~ ~ ;:;.-'" ft~ 
~ I I I I J ~ J 1 
: 
..1 1 I J I J I I j l 
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~U .--'I ,..-, /"3"' ~ 12 >-
u -J-~ ?; "S-v ~ 
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Ex. ' 3.19 
111-26 
"Das Madchen an das erste Schneeg16ckchen" 
(The Maiden to the First Snowdrop, 1819) 
Das Madchen an das , erste Schneeglockchen. 
F. "on Gerstenbergk. 
Andante Op. 71. NQ S. J1J e~ alJuJIl 0 .~ 1 
... 
u 
'~ • • 1 • r p ,.. P 
"~1S bricnt hcr_VOl; wie BIii-then weiss, bei ka1.tem !\Ol'd durch 
Ai ...- - ~l I 
f-{ttlL-i',. 
< ~ Pr:-- r" ~ ., • I 'p 
11 b-,. I J I I ~r. ~: t--
r r 
Schllce - glockchen h,i,'s; schllt sidi nach blmt_ er Luft UJid 
r" 




1 I , I r r 
,sei - nes \Val - des sonst yicl lin-der'm Duft; rauh fiihlt's dcn Nord, doch 
111 n .i ~ ...-
-- I I ~ I .L 
11 ..h. 
.(.(9-!:. -~ 





ist; es nmss her - Yor, wo sonst kein Le-ben spl'iesst, nnd 
Edition Peters, 1148 
III-27 
ch' es noch die Glock _ lein gan;>; cnt- fal - tct, . 
ist cs im Ei - scs = Hauch er - kal - tet. 
r ' ~ . ~ 




..; Iuch lich __ bin sch - llend f~iih et'. - bliiht, iuch ' 
1\ I 
- --
(tJ ;:~ -:J ., ~ -~ .i:~ --4J. -.~ :J--j b7" T 1~'" ~- ... 
-6i -6- j;: ~ .(;-
1\ I = 
-) 
tJ I .-
mich __ der' kal 
-
to Nord um - zicht; der 
Il I ----..,. 





..; r v 
Nord dcr Ein - samkeit er - starrt mein Herz. 
l+'h ~ - .. .. . . ~ I -~-v - - .r--t-
tJ ~ 
---
~~ + '''; .. . ...,. b~ ... . ~ . ~ .... ..-; 
.... ,. 
-:z 0-
--*,--- -~ } , 71 ~ 
Edition Peters, 7l4H 
111-28 
then him - me!,,";irlS. wo 
Schncc -
r@~~*£B~F~@-~' 


















Dns t1-aJ~tt.V\ CL~ 
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SIN G S T 1 M ~1 E. 
111-30 
"Weine nur nicht" 




W El N r: !'\ U JI N I C 11 'Ir • 13 
.. 
WI~i 11 e, ...... e i 116, .wei.IIII lIur ni~ht , ieh will dich liehen', do eh heu _ le n!l'lll, 
.L'I. ~. 
PIANOFIlIITF.. 











. ..• ~ 
=:':-: • i:::=--I i ... . • . ... ... . 
--
.... 
.' ''! .' -f- ' 
-'--I ~ . . ~ .. ~. l" 
-# 
"her") N"hlllp.n slt!hl mir lIidll 










N"Io 1\1"11 ~ I ,,10'-
Ig 1 p, .... 
I F E 
111 i r 
.. i "h I n .. 
.. >-
1 I 1. I B : I 
..... .... . 
• 




GI"u_he, !olau.he, &lal1.he lIur {esl, 
.tau didl llIeil\' Tren' I\iema\s 
:;t-t=1= ' 




.. ••• .;t . . ~. -J. : .. :;> . ... 
W t! I( ,I i F vr i 11 i,' It I r,. u S t1 J \l • A.It .... ~p .hulI.den, gc.huII • den, 
'---1-- 0 
.... +.' 
.f ·,t~ .. i . 
~1:J=3---:~ 
. .... 7F 4-' 
3 
......--, 
- ·1 .. =-i=:=i 
11 • 
:1 
.1:."'" + . 
.. 
~ \ >-
I ~ : I • • rt~ I r • : M 




' ~ , 
3 




' . . 
III-31 
15'·, 
f#L. ~ L 
-
' l 
. l 'i l l J 
IV "- "'-.,; 
- • -....:: 1# ---.,; 
hof.fe, hoC.fp., Oltlin '. b ~i Kind, d ass· ~ e i n e \V 0 r t e a u!. ri th tig sin d • Ich thu' dir ,chworen., me i _ 1\ tlr 
: 1 .' '. (~ 
~IU • . 1· ~t- • . -4 "r • " .. -4 • . .,.. ~ .~ . :=: " .~ ,. .,. -'= .: I !.a I. La La ~( It-
.. 7· 
-. .. 1..:~ ~: ~: ~ ~. " .... It " .' 
" 
. ~ 
1-: h • rei, , .1 ass i ch t re u hi n ; a.ber', lIei. ralh~n;s Hei • rathen, a.ber', Hei _ 'rathen i.t nie lIlein 
>- ,#,, ' 




Ex. 3.22 "Del' Jungling und dIe Sprode" 
(The Young Man and the Prudish Girl, 1816) 
. ])~:r JUI1h1inb und di,: S/lr(;d,~. · 
A Jfl~(Ah moto ~ra'~io.so. ~ . ~ . ; 
r 
S .. IIFllllutlt i.t ,1,:1: i\GIl. · . d"'II' 
-~ . 1 
' . &J - ~ . . " tf . "I. . . .., , .1 . ,: _ _. '-:;' 
!idlllluck. ('I ~ ' I\(,J\ z .al'"~(·I. 1 Hall,l,· _ ,I.·uc:~, kallll,t rlu . Sp .... _ '. _ .1,. wultl 1'1" _. lau _ LplI • 





\ \ . I 
-:-:--~+.T J ~.~ 
. , . t . · ~I~~)ILI 
:. I ~ 
.' r . 
Sip. Mat '-tihkloil Ia~h rnielt bl~ _ ballllt, 
.D·· ··~ · ... .... , . ; ..... . 
' : '2J5 
> 
v ~ -
"I' r.·ill · \11111 
'2.1 ,; 
id," ,lie' , . IIUI' :Hi. '\IIMst ·n·id, 
-===== 
..,. l T J' 
~ . 
. J~~' 











. , 2:15 
r 
111-34 
Ex. 3.23 11 Gebet w'ahrend der Schlacht 11 
(Prayer during Battle, 1814) 
.\ 
ILJ\l.C ) ~ ]1 {~ 1\ { 
r'~'1 
A,;;/"N/h1Ihl ,t .. · / "';'1~,/rl., .• i __________________ ~--________ _ 
l~/h k,o / .-'f,/~7" 
\ /. '1. , . 
! 
I 





j .. J, 
-_ . .....- 
/- if.:.c-,-
.'''///~:<'/f:·' · · 7 /.,,1,; .' .~. -:--
01~- ~-~~~ 




J:F)' , ~\ ·r I ~ 
,f~ 51 .. s 
-;:; Bli .• ll" _ 
.. 
-1l.l ~~~~ L"n _ . 
_ k,-r ,1,-1' Sd.!",I, __ • _ \0 ' 11, I' 




Ll.: 11 JJJI'''-'-J'l . .) r-"rt1i1 ~ ,_J. IJ ~.!- I I , ,. I JblU 1Jl Jb~.J-4.J I ~ ~ ~ I';'o~~ ! #--
r :::J;l ~ ~I"r ru.r. rr f'r Q(' .~ 
,........ ~ ?J ~ ~ " 
, .. ::l.1 I or ~ ~ ~ '\> t-z-





~ r \I • 
- . - - --._------- - . .. " -; ic\', V.. • • • • _ • _ _ _ _', _ _ _ t (';' D 1/ , > >-
.D...I > > >-
..A 
I.) - , . , , ~' 'J .. I . ~~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ I .. I JJJillJl -JJ~J '~~ I J.;.11.I]l 
. ~ -~ -~ -~ t:[J f£J " I I I " ~ 1 I I I I· r !' ~. L l r I I , , 
> ' > 
.fl.1 > > 
> cl t' er('s c • 
r i;" _ . _ . _ . _ . . • _ . _ _ _ 1' 0' 
I , . 
,. 
v" . _ . ______ - . t f'r, ,Iu f ~ \, _ .. ' • : • • _ • • ' - • "" 111 j..l, ! 
>-
fI I I p~ ~ ---
;:r 
-
l~ T .. ____ "~{ . I k· · 
- ' , ~ 
~:1, err le, ('r - ('1\ - •• ,- - - •• 1\(' .lo,j ••• "" Go' , .b ......... - l"~" 
/ "'\ I 
:.., ~ ~ ..- c---., 
- ,.#.' '-#r-
~ ff ~"':"'II- P'""I"" IJ1Yj JJ~JJ1 , 'LJ1Wl 
,.L.f! >~ 


















"Abschied vom Leben" 
(Partin~ from L{fe, 1814) 
" 
D i,' '\'" ,1<1" rt lo unt, dtf' hl,·i .(·1"'1\ Lip,!'I'1\ 
rpl~ ~I 
.. 
. I I I JIJ J I 
.. 
1,, ·1"'1\ 
. ---I J . I 
0 ~ (:. r I -~--------------------~ F 
i. I, r;;,.J\ 
-











Hf'r. 1f'11I O1"i _ t<'rm Scld"hf', 
f 7 I? ; ~ J' l' l' I J ' J 11 ~) I J J 
n iJ pp I ' 
"-
i~ 1 I . , 
~~ 1 Gut!, ....-if' ,Ill willl't .Ji,·.h"b rc/i lIIi"'l~r-h"·bt'l\ . ~ n ;.I 3 ~r-" ~..( 
if 
I~ ]W ~rll I J~ ~..( • , , , ' .' ,# III I IIIII~. ~~:. 
---T ' 4( I , ) ) ill r 
"\ .. 
::= . . ~ =X. ~-r-=$$t~"!= :,:_·· t- : ~. : F I F~~=r=~L:-' . ~~~.~."~: : 
\ ' j. I ~"I"I\I' n il ", · , 1.,1, icl. 11111 III id, 1" ' /'''"1'1)('1\, .1". {"r1, ;;,if' 'r"""l11hil,1 ",i,'" 1 U I ' ---~ 6----.... ,.,~ 6 6 .; ;\ I!J)~----
-
---1tS,.~· 
. . y.,.,-;-~~':#' . -' ~? -'1 10--. · "'2: -A ~ 7.~ : '- 7Y ~ f'tl-T,:g, ~: .... -.. ........ - '#, : : I 'C' #-6-' , l', . !,\~(' , I - P ..,.. , I l ~ ~ ~ 
.-'F--.:..·· Ir)-; ..... .::: ~. r-----'f f=t:. I , 3' illf'·~' f' i " 
" 
~ r~ 
.n"II .• Vu, , . 
1\rutll~ 1\rlltlr~ wasich{"lItn'uimH""u'l\ 






"Trost" (Consolation, 1814) 
Tro'd:. 
'. .. .. . 
, !" .. . ·I, . :../dl:,i;.,t', d:" \\',dl-; ' ,i !'t'j ! !J't,llldl" , 
_().. J.-l\')<!t'rato aSS(-i). 
l{t.) '" 
GUll wit'll ,'s w~)~i ' VI'I' • 
F\l r t t' -
j'iciI10. J!lt"t la ,° 0 , p ;.... /' -:::-
t-tfr±? I 5 -:;~ , • , 
> > > > > 
I 
\\' ;.It ,'I. El' ili r\" ,' F"'il"'it G .. II ~ 
n- t,·" "I*- ~ 




I W I , . 









.. 1--+.' ~ 
:::- > > > 
.- JJ... 
'----, ~I. ... 
::::> 
gJ' fS rsz. 1~ J' r· I iGhi' Jjf48Jt j p I I .?+±f It .,.. , 
• L .. r~ I\U,' riC'1I \r~t1lJ'id, ,1n, •• h'·Il,du\, t rC'ieht E'r nieht hin • aut' : 
:::----.... --~~ 
J -#- v 
" r v"t" V r ,~~ .. p t \ ~ 
-
.'- ~}: .. 
----=--
, 




r~T ' ,. I ' I ' I ' I'~' .,..v 
" "\11 t ' .)I ' I' It III " ' I .~<'Il LuIH'J\ 
.1 .. ..1. tI"im' 'FI'I,iJ,,·it :luL 10- ~ G\il1\m~l\cl dureh la)16<' SehmPl' _ ~"I\ I,,,t 
!:D. J tC'!\ ~,J. 1=:=1. .'""'1\ .. 
I-J , _it~ I 4:1.:. .:. + -#- -#- .,.. 0#- ff ~ T~ IJ~rl +~ , r· v-r t I ~ f , '--1 PI.. ::> > , '..L J ~-r.:;t; ~f'..~+'-i' .i' lo-
I--
.. 
, . J ~ LJ6 I p' '------' 
.. 1:'-1" . ' 
19 
11 ~ > > > > > 
I.) , . , .. , ~ . '" .. 
IlH'n,fchmC'ht (!t·ill(' Ft'f~")1l I,,~, UIl,I pFl:uttt ,li('6r~I"\lI"l\ 1' .. 1111('/; aur rlC'utfeh<',' }il·I,I(·J\ 1\1",,5._ Drum Iilf. c1i!.h 
(') ~ -;;;;;--~--~ 
.1 t(,Il_~ __ ~ .• 1: :=l l~ 
I-= .. :~ I 
,. , 
~ v+ t" t r fit ' . ~ , ...,.. ·~t .. " ~ . +-+ r--r f~ Lf] ..;.. v ~ -:! . F , , .~ p~ I 







.. L.....( r , 
,. 
'" 
~ !\ , > ~ .,. :> :> >- ~ > 
I-J v - ~ .. " r I 
GUIt winl t' ~ wul.! v,' '' _" ....... Ilt·ll, El' ift'rlC'I' FI'('iht'it Gutl r ~-1' oi'/'I lI·di.ltl .• It'll ,lul'l:/' Ft'jllfl"~i UI1I1 !-\I'"tt. 1 \t'I\_~ J "I {}' ,, --- , -.r--;='~, 
~ r v~ t .· y r fot .. , .Jt- ,rl .#-~-#- r, 0#- fF ., r' ,J.-t ' 1_~ f , , '1 ~ t/ 
..1. 
. H f 
"7: '.,J 




Ex. 3.26 "Mein Vater land" 
(My Fath~rland, 1814) 
:\nt\ilntin\) 
.ll. ~ f", ·,·,u ,11\,1 .. I , \ 
- -






.. ' I - . .-::::::::.. :::-: 
.;} ~--,r+ ~ ~:$.'~ .. , If • .' , El ' .. --, • .. -.0:. .::> . '.r· 1 . lJ. ·Id ~ --~ - 1 I 11 I J 1 ~,:J . ; L _ E, ' u I J 
.3-: 
"'" 
; , ~ '----.2.- .-! '/ ::> ~ ...J... 
, 
. A la 't' c 
,.., ~ r,'\ lH n Ino on moto l 
~. , . 




t~ c".> r-:-::: · ~1t; ~_ 1....:- ~I . . # # .. .. PT~:~ ~ i r.. ' ('11'1' l'1I1VII • . .. ; 1":"\ mt ,. 
Ir-r.. 
-
: I "'" 
f 
L('ici.('n, l('tz.t w('int ('~ IIII.t('1' rr('mcl('n S.~I'('icl}(,lI~ 
~;.. 
" . '. Andantino 
fl ~ \. ~ 1 ~ 1':'\ Ff 
I:~ I d{'utrr:i.{' Lana!· Va. _ t~r_lalld ! ~ 'v .. s -FJ'('Y~ La nd, das · [.. Ioi('[~ m{'in ..... {' i 11 t <l~1 S;;ni5'~u 
r:O~. I I I I---~ · -----
I / = J -J-. ~ i:\. 
-
,.J 0 -0' .. I,r·1 1 !j ·r ~ ~ J}p I-- I ft-'if-· - ---->- fEu L _ .. PI J.l..1 J /':"\ . 'P I 
r' : : 
~ .. 
·, · 1 I 
-:.e-_____ . 
I , "I I ... 
, Con moto c r('~ • • ern 
__ 0\ u f .--=--! 
11 iJ ... .. 
~V\)-
, " iI" r F" r · . r, .. 
~. 
Va _ tt'rlall t\ ! ,la(i VUI' ')(,S \V~tt.riclu Ull~(' - ..... ;tt('rn . 1~ ur t('~\ 
f~jll('r V;;lk('r liuC'r'n, 
\ . . 
f'\ U 
;,' : _,all 
. .l. . J~lt ~ b:1 ,.;~ ":i -7 .. J ,eJ ,. 1'" ~ __ C (' 11 - ,brhU V.S. 
-





t· t~' T ~[J jDr r'~#r' t r ., r ' ~TftJ: I. ,--" I .. , ... .. 
:> 
I1I-39 
Ex. 3.27 "Bei der Musik des Prinzen Louis Ferdinand von 
Preussen" 
(With the Music of Prtnce Louis Ferdinand of 
Prussia, 1816) 




P:.I \ /.1 . \ 
sC)lwc:llcll sic "an · s vol 
. __ b4-
.) 




va "_ tcr1'.iIl~I' schcll Schmer:l., 
t , "¥Y~1 :~ 
(cn Sc:hwing(,Il." und !Oit 
3 "· =i;. " -i.:.' " ,;. . 
" 40~ " ; 
I " ~ f, 
III-41 
, . 
-:-__ fr_u_h_ hI' _ r r u i"l t" 11 
·~3 
--I ~ '. 
l' j,: till" eN:· . 
2L oo-ttLV$:JII' ,J I rp tti)tP~J 
])lIch sir tn1b'cnllurein (lllllkle~ Se!. nen . J1ir!.t dell (;cisl;l\;s 
-----.-'"----:. .: ~-_:., 
. ' 
.1'\ t ".--.. 
h f· 
( ~ '-- ~ ""'. 
dies cm Land (ler Trah '11'1\ 0 
. ..f1. , 
-~H 
J o ~ .~ . f' ' , 
All. b('_wa Irib "';ilt ihn lI,?chd:l!i Lchcn '~u (' h, Ji{O 
• I 




'T" "l- T ~ .,. ~ 
Ex. 3.28 
111-42 
"Bei der Musik des Prinzen Louis Ferdinand von 
Preussen" 
Brentano's preface In Weber's name. 
B 1-:1 · ol:n DI': :; 
, . I ' \\ Gc ' !., It! ~ClIl 'fIlI,:onOIl Ki'iH:\EII,in J\{usik g-CSC7.t u'tiel dt'n ,\I.ClH"1l lIt'S vcrcwl!::'lcn Pri.IlI.'cll b'c ' wcihc, vlln (".'\1\ L M \RIA VOCl • C'. I I le 
" ) 
l\lcrkl,o g-Ulg-c , Fr~ul\clc . rncincs Klang-cs. 
\ ... 
" \'clI·n (lc~" Licllcs Traum :,S,turmscl.wing-ell I'Cg-t; :, 
Dafs l~ in S..:hwanc"sang- : hicr' "OhCII, Rallg-c~.~ 
AcllerITug-el-Kl:lll!::, zur SOIlIlC , trag-t, 
I.rowlI:s'\'cisc 1 Ziel, lies Loh~csang-c;s, 
hi ill"" j" ' e·:I selhst ' sic!', unll·dq;t. 
KiiR!,\~RS Licd V 0'.1 LUD\VIGS .Mdudiecn 
.', llah~ T.UDWI?S' 'f~IIC' :id:' ~clichcn. ,-
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Ex. 3.29 "Die Temperamente beim Verluste der Geliebten" 
(The Temperaments on the Loss of . the Beloved) 
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Ex. 3.31 "Der Schwermuthige" 
( Me 1 an c'h 0 1 y , 18 16 ) 
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Ex. 3.32 "Der Liebewlithige" 
(Furious Love, 1816) 
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Ex. 3.35 "Die freien Sanger" 
(The Free Singers) 1816) 
Die freien Sanger. 
Fr. l'urstcr. 
Allegretto. Qp. 47. r\93. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE STYLISTIC RELATIONSHIP OF THE SOLO SONGS OF ABU HASSAN AND 
DER FREISCHliTZ WITH THE LIEDER 
Abu Hassan is a Sing'spiel, light-hearted and small in 
scale. When Weber composed this opera, between September 
1810 and January 1811, he had already written about twenty 
Liede~l' . 
The famous "Wiegenlied" was composed 'a few days after 
the completion of nos. 6, 7, 9 and 10 of the opera. There 
.. 
are three arias in this opera. They are "Ich gebe Gasterei-
en" (I Give Parties with Songs and Dances, No. 2) sung by. 
Abu Hassan, 11 W ird Phi lom,e le trauern 11 (I f Phi lome la is in 
Mourning, No. 5) sung by Fatima and "Hier liegt, welch' 
marter volles Loos! 11 (Here Lies, What Excruciating Fate, No. 
8) al~o sung by Fatima. 1 These three arias were composed 
over a long time span. 2 In them one can see obvious stylis-
tic changes. 
"1ch gebe Gastereien" is a lon~ aria. It can be divided 
into four sections, which are marked with different tempi. 
The first section expresses Abu Hassan's desire to hold a 
party with the money he soon will get (or his ,supposed 
burial. This section is marked allegro yiyace. It is in 4/4 
time and in D major, a cheerful and bright key. Sometimes 
.. ~., ..... 
" .I .. ~, 
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short declamatory phrases are sung over chordal support 
separated with orc,hestral countermelody. (Ex. 4.1a) The 
second section remarks pe~ple' s escape fro,m the dissonance 
of lif~ in drinking, singing and dancing. This section is 
marked yiyace. The tonality modulates 'io A minor and C 
major. The 6/8 time helps to suggest the excitement behind 
Hassan's remark. This is an effervescent section. The third 
section is a tender love song, a serenade, to Fatima, 1n 4/4 
time and F major, which was then regarded as gentle and 
calm. The tempo is andante. In this section Weber added two 
guitars to the orchestra, to accompany the singing. This 
setting reminds the audience of the normal practice of 
singing love songs with guitar accompanimept in Germany at 
that time. This section is in ternary form. The melody is 
first played by the bassoon with guitar accompaniment and 
then repeated by Hassan. Arpeggiated guitar accompaniment 
persists.(Ex. 4.1b) The beginning of the melody shows 
strong kinship to the opening of the final song "Der 
Gleichmlithige" 1n the Song-cycle Die Temperamente bei dem 
Verluste der Gelibten. 3 Not only the melody is similar, but 
the key is the same. The second part 1S a prom1se, Hassan 
vowing to love only Fatima. This vow is set in the key of A 
minor. The bassoon again plays the melody, before the sing-
er. The melody becomes , more jagged, with dotted rhythm, 
showing the excitement of Hassan on the_.contemplation of his 
beloved. The music leads directly to a recapitulation of the 
,. first part. The fourth, closing section is again in declama-
torystyle. It is marked allegro, in 4/4 time and D major 
75 
once again .. The aria closes triumphantly. 
Weber distinguished rather clearly the different styles 
of singing to suit different purposes. The love song to 
guitar accompaniment is a good exa~ple. Here in the midst of 
the opera, Weber recalled the practice of singing Lieder in 
daily life, and the simple but lyrical melody of the love 
song reminds the audience of his own Liedez·. Since "Der 
GleichmUthige" was written in 1816, it will be logiqal to 
suppose Weber was inspired by the melody of this aria while 
he composed the Lied. The use of the guitar · also signifies 
the popularity of the instrument as accompaniment to songs 
in the early 19th century. This aria was very popular in the 
nineteenth century. There was also an arrangement of it with 
'~ 
pure guitar accompaniment by Theodor Gaude, published sepa-
rately. 
"Wird Philomele trauern" is a tender love song sung by 
Fatima. It can be divided into three sections, each marked 
in a different tempo. The first section is in 6/8 time and C 
major, marked allegretto moderato. The vocal melody, quite 
narrow in range, is in a relatively high register accompa-
nied by low strings(viol~s and 'cellos). (Ex. 4.2a) Here 
Fatima compares her situation to a captive bird longing for 
freedom to fly in the sky. She knows tha't her freedom lies 
in the love binding her to Abu Hassan. The soothing melody 
soon breaks into allegro recitative. Fatima exclaims that 
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she does not know what life would be like without Abu Has-
san. The section that follows is marked tempo di polacca. 
This is in ternary structure. An eight-bar melody 1S first 
~ played , by the cellos in C major and then repeated by the 
voice. The melody provides ample chances for coloratura 
singing. (Ex. 4.2b) Then the music modulates to A minor, G 
major and B major. Fatima gently expresses her devotion to 
Abu Hassan. She enjoys the sweet slavery of being bound by 
Abu Hassan's love. For this, she will readily die to be 
rescued. 4 The mus ic rises to a climax at the word "Tod, 11 
with a long E supported by a dominant chord of B major, and 
resolves to a diminished seventh chord on F# at bars 70-71 
(Ex. 4.2c). After this, the eight-bar melpdy from the 
beginning of this section is sung again, leading into the 
coda with even more chances for operatic coloratura singing. 
In these two arias, Weber demonstrates his mastery of 
building large structures by skillfully knitting together 
sections of sharply contrasted tempos and moods. The satiric 
n~ture of the music reflects the humour of its young compos-
er. 
"Hier liegt, welch' marter volles Loos!" is an attrac-
tive ar1a added to the opera twelve years after its 
premiere. It is short, thirty-two bars,_.compared to the 
other two arias. It is in 4/4 time, tempo largehtto, and in 
F minor, a key regarded as very melancholic in those days; a 
suitable choice for Fatima's lament. The aria is in parlando 
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style . with big leaps of the melody up and down, which show 
off the flexibility . and beauty of the voice. In bars 21-22, 
the voice drops via an arpeggio from a"to a. There are rich 
harmonies; in the six bars of introduction the bassoon and 
the viola play a series of diminished seventh chords (Ex. 
4.3), which occur frequently in the aria. Although beauti-
ful, this aria is somewhat out of place in the opera. It 
does not capture the light manner of the other numbers, 
which were written twelve years before. 
In the three arias, Weber seems to show us his capabil-
ity and flexibility as a composer. The impact of "Hier 
liegt, welch' marter volles Loos! 11 seems to appeal to a 
deeper level of emotion than the apparently simple and naive 
arias "Ich gebe Gastereien" and "Wird Philomele trauern". 
The writing in an operatic medium naturally differs from 
that of the Lied. Nevertheless there are reminders of the 
Lied ln one of these arias. Since "Hier liegt" was composed 
three years after the completion of Der Freischiltz In 1820, 
it may be interesting to note how Weber set arias and songs 
ln Der Fl'eischiltz. 
Der Freischiltz was ~eber's effort at ~stablishing a 
true German Opera. Apart from the story, which is typical 
Ge'rman folklore, the musical setting re-fleets the use of 
folksong materials. Sometimes Weber set a song directly in 
folksong style, such as No. 4, "Lied: "Hier im ird' schen 
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Jammerthal'" (Here in This Earthly Vale of Tears), sung by 
Caspar. This is a drinking song. He also borrowed folk dance 
tunes to create melodies, for a song, such as No. 14, Volks-
lied: ~'Wir winden dir den Jungfernkranz" (We're Twining the 
Maiden's Wreath for You) sung by the bridesmaids. He even 
quoted a melody from one of his own songs and embedded it in 
an aria, as in No. 3, Waltz and Aria: "Durch the Walder" 
'~ 
(Through the Forests) sung by Max. 5 
"Hier im ird'schen Jammerthal" 1S in three-verse 
strophic setting. The music is in B minor, a key regarded as 
gloomy in those days. In the opera, Weber used C major for 
the powers of good and simple · human goodne.ss, D major for 
the village life and huntsmen and m1nor keys for the rule 
of demonic powers. 6 Caspar , s song begins in B minor and 
modulates to D major at the end of the first phrase. The 
third two-bar phrase after the first phrase ends with an 
interrupted cadence, and the final phrase ends in a perfect 
cadence in D maJor. It seems that Caspar sings with good 
intention to render comfort and belp to Max, but the instru-
mental codettadiscloses the secret. The tonality here is B 
minor, a reminder of the rule of evil. The melody is mainly 
syllabic, with chordal support in simple harmony. Such a 
setting 1S typical of , the folksong-like style found in the 
Lied. 
The Volkslied: "Wir winden dir den Jungfernkranz" is a 
song for solo voice and chorus. It is in C major and binary 
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structure, where the first part is the solo and the second 
part the chorus. The solo melody is based on a period made 
up of a pair of repeated' four-bar phrases. Within the phrase 
there is a repeated use of short motives evolving from the 
tonic triad, thus making the melody easy to remember. This 
1S one of the char~cteristics of folksong-like music. The 
chorus is borrowed from a folk dance, Der Windmilller. (Ex. 
4.4)7 This song has become a favourite in Germany; it ap-
pears in many folksong collections. 8 
In Max's aria "Durch die Walder", Weber embedded melody 
from his own song "Das Veilchen im Thale" (Op. 66, No. 1). 
The aria is in Eb major, the same as that ~ of the Lied. It 
consists of four sections, each marked in a different tempo. 
The first, third and fourth sections are in cantabile style 
and the second is recitative. In the first section, the very 
first phrase of the 'aria shows the borrowed theme in varia-
tion form. The same music marks the end of this section (Ex. 
4.5a). The quotation of the Lied theme appears in bar 25, 
slightly modified (Ex. 4.5b).9 The second section (ba~s 41 
to 56) is ln recitative secco style. The third section (bars 
57 to 84) is the mediant major k~y of G major. Max gently 
sings a tender aria in walking pace, contemplating his lover 
Agathe. The first violins play an arpeggiated figure, bear-
ing distant resemblance to that of the guitar accompaniment. 
The last section (bars 85 to the end) is sung ~ fuoco. Via 
the reference to G minor, the tonality shifts to C minor. 
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Through this declamatory aria, Max senses the danger and 
fate which await . him. 
In this aria, Weber once again demonstrates his tech-
nique of linking sections of contrasting character to ' form a 
large~scale structure. Weber cleverly blends folksong mate-
, rial into the operatic style. He is not the first to do 
this, as there are examples in other Singspiele, but he 
epitomizes this trend. 1D 
On examining the Lieder which Weber wrote around the 
time of this opera, it is possible to see his changing style 
in composition. While Weber's tendency t~ compose 'simple 
songs with easily remembered tunes persisted throughout his 
career, he composed more songs in through-composed setting 
in the years immediately before and after the completion of 
Abu Hassan. In the Dresden period, from 1817 to the time of 
Der Freischutz, through-composed songs formed a minute part 
of his output. This does not show that Weber lacked the re-
source to set through-composed songs, for he demonstrated 
his technique and breadth of compositional skills in his 
operas and other instrumental works. In the case of songs, 
resorting to a simple folksong-like style was perhaps the 
composer's voluntary , choice more than anything else. In the 
Dresden period, the central attraction_~or Weber was the 
establishment of German opera and German music. As a re-
suIt, in opera, Der Freischutz was his first ripe fruit; 




(1) See Chapter Two for more information on the background 
of this opera. 
(2) The exact date of composition for Abu Hassan's aria is 
unknown. The first aria of Fatima was composed "in 
November 1810 and the last aria was composed in 1823, a 
time when Weber was busily composing Euryanthe. 
(3) The example of the song can be found in Chapter Three, 
Ex. 3.33. 
(4) According to the plot~ Fatima was to play dead on the 
arrival of the Caliph so that Abu Hassan could get 
money for her burial. 
(5) See Chapter Three, p. 37. 
(6) See Warrack, Carl Naria von Weber, pp. 220-221, for a 
discussion of the use of keys in Der Freischiltz. 
(7) . The example is from J. Warrack, C:arl Naria von Weber, 
Ex. 47, p. 223. 
(8) See Deutsche Liedersehatz: die sehoensten weisen der 
al ten Salllllllung' Luwig' E:r:ks neu berabei tet Llnd dureh 
hundert Lieder ver~ehrt, edited Erk-friedlaender, 
(Frankfurt:Pete~s, No. 395, n.d.), no. 139, p.162. 
- . (9) The example is from Warrack, Carl Naria. van Webez', Ex. 
49, p. 225. 
\ 
(10) In The Nag'ie Flute by Mozart, the two arias sung by 
Papageno are examples of folksong~style music blending 
with operatic style. 
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Del' Freischiitz 
Ex. 4.4 "Hier im ird·'schen Jammerthal" 
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Ex. 4.6 "Durch die Walder" 
Ex. 4.6a 
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Ex. 4.6b 
Ex. 49 
Das Vdlcllell im Tlza/c (1817) 
M=u==~~~~~~ ¥ Ein Veil - chen bliiht im_ ThaI - e er==-/ 
"Durch die Wlildcr" (1819) 
~ J~~ ["TIt ~l 
Durch dIe Wald - er, durch die Au - en zog ich. 
le 
leicht - en__ Sinn's_ da. - hm! 
CHAPTER FIVE 
THE RECEPTION OF WEBER'S LIEDER 
To Weber, singing songs was very natural, for he was a 
good singer and a competent guitarist as well as pianist. In 
his youth he used to fascinate his friends with singing and 
improvisation on the guitar or piano at social gatherings.! 
In 1805, . at Breslau, where he accidentally drank some corro-
sive poison, his voice was injured, and thereafter he could 
not sing as beautifully as before. 2 
In fact by the last quarter of the eighteenth century 
there was a rapid development of singing by the amateur 
singer, who sang not for a patron but for his own sake and 
for his family and friends. With this development, there 
arouse a growing demand for' songs. Also by this time, the 
new Sturm und Drang movement had appeared in literary compo-
sitions, especially in poetry, artd then in mus·ic. 3 Weber 
was born in 1786, a time when the tradition of singing 
Lieder was becoming an important social element in daily 
life. Growing up with this tradition, it was natural for 
Weber to compose songs 'for himself and his friends for 
amusement. His first concern with this genre was not for 
- . 
public concerts, although occasionally he presented his 
songs as an item in the concerts he performed for his noble 
friends and patrons. 4 It can be said that Weber usually 
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composed songs for practical reasons, on the initiative of 
friends, as dedication to selected persons, as an emotional 
outlet in times of trouble, and for new excitement in the 
meetings of singing societies such as the Singa.ka.deDlie in 
Berlin or the Liederkreis in Dresden. The Lieder mark the 
private side of Weber's life, the imprint of friendship with 
artists and musicians whom he met. 5 His ideas about his 
Lieder were by no means casual, for ' he was concerned wi th 
developing a new form of the Lied as prompted by the struc-
ture of the poetry.6 
In Chapter Two, I have discussed a number of songs. 
Here lS a general summary of Weber's trends and preferences 
in choosing suitable poems. 7 Weber would first consider if 
" 
the content of the poem facilitated musical setting. In 
other words he considered the text foremost. Generally he 
preferred to choose witty, humourous and dramatic poems. At 
other . times he selected poems that expressed the agony of 
love between two people and its emancipation and sublimation 
through death. Such a subject appealed to the traditional 
German philosophy of love and sacrifice~ Patriotic songs 
were another attraction, as the {ire of patriotism spread 
quite rapidly in Germany at the beginning of -the nineteenth 
century. Weber was impressed by this ' movement, and there are 
more than a handful of patriotic songs in his repertoire. 
From 1816 onwards, Weber's interest turned to the Volkslied. 
Some of these songs exhibit a blending of the folksong 
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elements with folk dance characteristics. Sometimes the 
poets of these ,Volkslieder are unknown. Weber was not par-
ticular about choosing , poems written by famous poets. He was 
not the only one to do this. Song masters such as Schubert 
and Brahms also occasionally chose poems by second~rate 
writers and created beautiful songs out of them. The quest 
for new poems and new songs in the early decades of the 
nineteenth century was so great that hundreds of these were 
published yearly throughout Germany.8 Poets and musicians, 
professional or amateur, all contributed their mast~rpieces. 
Because of these easily available sources, Weber many times 
set poems that appeared in newspapers. In some songs he paid 
tribute to the t 'raditional masters and poe.ts. He set a few 
songs by Voss and Tieck, but none to poems by Goethe. 9 It 
seems that great poetry may not always result in great 
songs, and the reverse is valid too. For a perfect union of 
poetry and music, the creativity and compositional skills of 
the composer are important factors. 
In setting poems to song, Weber preferred strophic 
settings. In the folksong-style songs, the melody is usually 
simple, rather regular and easy to remember. Th~ phrases are 
usually in binary or ternary structure, and the songs are 
often short, some as short as eight to ten bars. The range 
of the vocal line 1S never too wide, no~ is the overall 
register for the voice extreme. Weber preferred the use of 
dotted rhythm (J'. J or.~ ft ) in song melodies. Except 
for the these dotted rhythms, the overall rhythm is seldom 
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more complicated than a semiquaver grouping to the beat in 
simple and compound time. The harmony in these songs is usu-
ally simple. The instrumental part usually supports the 
vocal line with chordal movement. In the songs originally 
set for voice and guitar, arpeggiated figures, which are 
idiomatic to guitar playing, predominate. 
Weber wrote fourteen through-composed songs during this 
period. In these songs the melodies are often freer , in range 
and length. Weber stressed that he did n~t favour detailed 
word-painting, yet here and there word-painting is present, 
reflecting a subtle union of music and words . 
Quite a number of Weber's songs are in declamatory or 
parlando style. , In some songs the vocal line and the instru-
ment (usually the piano) share the phrases. Many earlier 
German songs could be sung unaccomp~nied, the accompaniment 
being subordinate. Weber's songs usually show a close rela-
tionship of the vocal melody and the instrumental part; the 
piano became an indispensable companion to the voice. This 
tendency is obvious in Weber's songs. 
Weber favored major keys in the songs. Out of the 
fifty-nine solo songs he~composed from 1810 to 1820, fifty 
are in the major. The favourite keys ai~ G major, C major, 
and A major; there is a total of twenty-nine songs written 
in one or the other of these keys-. Fifteen songs are written 
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1n E major, E-flat major and F major. 1D The choice of key 
1S probably based on ease of execution on the guitar or the 
piano, as well as on tne aesthetic value in expressing 
certain qualities of human emotion. 
While the simple settings in folksong style facilitate 
performance 'by amateur singers and players, the more sophis-
ticated settings call for interpretation by professional 
" 
performers. A stress on professionalism affected the path of 
Lieder in the nineteenth century. In Weber's songs traces of 
this can be discerned. The important fact, however, is 
Weber's preference for the folksong-style. This is no sur-
prise, since his main concern is the establishment of a 
German tradition in music. He chose to achieve his aim 
through operas and songs. 
Weber's songs were popular in the nineteenth century. 
Publishers such as Schlesinger readily accepted and pub-
lished them. In fact Weber's songs · were published, either in 
collections in opus numbers or in single issues, by various ' 
publishers all over Germany. 11 There were numerous arrange~ 
ments of them for voice and guitar. These arrangements were 
sometimes prepared by Weber himself, or in many cases, by 
other musicians. The leisure-time singing tradition in 
G~rman-speaking regions helped the circyJation of these 
songs. Since quite a number of Weber's songs are patriotic 
or national in character, naturally the Germans loved sing-
ing them. Records in libraries show that a large number of 
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Weber ,'s songs were translated and published in English and 
also French. This shows that his songs were not only popular 
in Germany but in other parts of Europe as well. Towards the 
end of ' the nineteenth century, the singing tradition in 
Germany changed, and the Lied gradually found its ~ay onto 
the concert platform. This fact, together with the increas-
ing stress on professionalism, changed people's opinion 
about the genre. It was then that the popularity of Weber's 
songs, and songs by other composers, gradually dwindled. 
" 
Unlike the music of other masters, there is no complete 
edition of Weber's music available. The critical edition 
begun in 1926 by H. Moser has never gone beyond three vol-
umes. A blaze ln the office of the publisher Schlesinger at 
the end of the nineteenth century destroyed much music by 
Weber. This lack of music in print is very unfortunate, for 
it deters our understanding of the composer and 'his works. 
As to the song collections, the situation is even worse. For 
the past half century, there has not been any new edition of 
Weber's collected songs. The largest collection of songs is 
the edition by Peters (PI. No. 7148), which -contains thirty-
eight songs ln the original . key .. This volume was seemingly 
released sometime in the 1880s. 12 In many libraries outside 
Germany, there is not a single collection of any of Weber's 
'songs. The Harvard Library has quite a ~ollection, but this 
is not complete. The British Library aims at a complete 
collection. Its resources include both the original German 
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editions by various publishers in the nineteenth century and 
editions 1n English · of different songs translated or adapted 
from German. 
Needless to say, recordings of Weber's songs are rare. 
Martyn Hill recorded twenty-five , songs with Christopher 
Hogwood at the fortepiano in 1976, and Peter Schreier re-
corded nineteen songs with guitarist Konrad Ragossnig. For 
the past fifteen years there have been no other releases. In 
books about German Lieder, the name of Weber is usually not 
mentioned. Very little comment on Weber's contribution to 
Lieder can be found 1n books and articles. In her book 
Lieder Line by Line and Word for Word, Lois Phillips has 
translated the text of about seven hundred Lieder by var10US 
. composers into English, but has included not even one by 
Weber. 13 All these facts show the neglect of Weber's songs 
nowadays. 
The causes for the neglect are numerous. People's 
changing habits in entertainment in their leisure time 1S 
one, and the dwindling, if not vanishing, of the community 
song society is another. The choice of other media rather 
than singing for home entertainment demands less circulation 
of songs among the general public. Even where there are 
music lovers who like to sing, their ch~ice need not be 
Lieder. This is especially true for people outside Germany. 
On the concert platform, only Lieder of masters such as 
Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, Wolf arid Richard Strauss find 
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much favour. Since many of Weber"s songs are in the style of 
German folksong, their national flavour may not find a 
resonance among poeple of other nations. 
The neglect of Weber's songs is unjust and his songs 
surely desreve a place in the song lovers' repertoire. The 
songs I have discussed all possess distinctive character is-
tics. The simple but charming IIW:Legenlied 11 should not be the 
only song which listeners know. The tender and affectionate 
IILiebeslied ll and the delightful IIWenn ic.h ein V6glein Warll 
are little songs of love. "Schmerz,1I sung to a minor key 
, with slow tempo and dotted rhythm, depicts deep sorrow. 
" 
These songs ought to be able to arouse the singer's and the 
listeners' response. The witty IIBettlerlied ll and the jocular 
"Alte Weiber,1I with their dance-like settings, are songs 
full of humour and merriment. These strophic songs, though 
short and simple, are sincere works of art. The songs in 
through-composed settin~ a~tract the listener with their 
rich context. "Sind es Schmerzen~ sind es Freuden", with 
delicate changes in texture and modulation, portrays the 
changing mood of an anguished lover. "Unbefangenheit ll sets a 
drama tic scene. 11 Re igen" descr ibe's the gaiety of a vi llage 
carnival' the listener ' enjoys the scene as the song is sung. , , 
Above all, "Das Madchen an das erste Schneeg16ckchen" con-
veys a deep sense of melancholy. With its ingenius musical 
setting, the song captures the essence of the Romantic 
spirit. It is one of Weber's most representative pieces. 
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The Song Cycle "Die Temperamente beim Verluste der 
Geliebten," as well, is a group of ~ongs not to be missed. 
The sequence of the so~gs already makes one grin. Somehow 
the singer and the listeners can find an echo of their own 
reactions to similar situations, if they are so unfortunate 
as to be abandoned by their lovers. Apart from that, the 
subtle musical setting, unique in each of these songs, is 
worth listening to. How unfortunate it will be if these 
Weber songs remain forgotten. These, and many others that 
fall outside the time-span I have chosen to discuss; deserve 
many performances on the concert platform. 
Weber's songs should not be forgotten, in the history of 
the Lieder. They were part of the general trend of German 
songs in the early nineteenth century. While we treasure 
Schubert and other masters for their innovations to Lieder, 
let us also treasure the contributions of the "Traditional-
ists," of whom Weber was one. The simplicity in musical 
setting, humour in the text and music, appeal to German folk 
tradition and reflection of the German mind and emotion are 
the treasures of Weber's songs. The best of these deserve a 
revival, both for the sake of a wider repertoire and to 
allow for a wid~r picture of the many facets in the history 
of German song. 
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Notes: 
(1) S~e , . Warrack, Carl Naria von Webe:r p. 53 and p, 67. 
(2) ibid. p. 57. 
(3) For a more detailed discussion of Sturm und Drang see 
Margaret Mahony Sto lj ar, Poetl"Y and Song' in La te Eig'ht-
eenth Century Germany: a Study in the Musical Stur~ und 
Drang, (London: Croom Helm, 1985), 
(4) In the biography of Weber written by his son Max von 
Weber are records of numerous concerts, held in differ-
ent places, with songs as a part of the programme. (See 
Max von Weber. Ca.rl Ha.ria. van f'lebel" , Vol. 1, p. 353.) 
(5) See Chapter Two for a background of Weber's songs. 
(6) See the remarks made in his letter to Friedrich Wieck 
in Chapter Three, p. 44. 
(7) Fo~ the examples of the different types of song content 
and setting, please see Chapter Two. 
(8' ) See J. W. Smeed, Germa.n Song' and its Poetl'Y 1740-1900, 
(London: Croom .Helm, 1987), pp. xi-xii 
(9) Degen, Die Lieder von Car 1 Hal'ia v. Weber, p. 17. 
(10) The tally of the keys of the fifty-nine solo songs are 
as follows: 
C major 9, G major - 10, D major - 6, A major -
E major 6, F ,major 4, Eb major - 5, Db major -
.C minor 2, G minor - 2, D minor - 1, A minor -
E minor - 1, F minor 1. 
(11) See J~hns' Catalogue for detailed records of publica-




(12) Ausgewahlte Lieder filr eine Singstimme mit Pianoforte-
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begleitung van C.N. van Weber, PI.no. 7148, Edition 
Peters 278, Leipzig: Peters, n.d. 
Through an inquiry to Peters in London, I found that 
the song book has , been out of stock s :ince the 19508. 
Copies of the book are available in some libraries, 
such as the Faculty of Letters Library, Sta~e Universi-
t~ at Utrecht, The Netherlands .. I also managed to find 
a copy from a music shop selling second-hand goods in 
Berlin. 
There is an entry in the Harvard Library Catalog of the 
above volume for low voice, with a Plate No. 7149. The 
date of pUblication given is 188? 
(13) Lois Phillips. Lieder Line by Line . and Word for Word. 
London: Duckworth, 1979, second impression 1987, x, 
365 p. 
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